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; i H. R. 6400

TO ENFORCE THE FIFTYcH AIMDM~NT TO THE CONSTITUTION

SOF THE UNITED STATES

TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 1965

House of Representatives,,

Committee on Rules

Washington, D. C,

The committee maet, pursuant to call, at 10o*40 o'clock

a omo, in Room H-313, The Capitol, Hon. Hoard Vo Smith

(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Presents Messrs Smith (chairman), Colmer, Madden,

Delaney, Trimble, Bolling, O Neill, Sisk,

Young, Pepper, Smith, Anderson, Martin,Quilleno

The Chairman. The committee will be in order.

Mro McCulloch, we ,ill be glad to have you take up where

you left off,

STAT bENT OF HONo WILLIAM Mo NC CULLOCH
A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FRON THE

STATE OF OHIO (CONT MN))

Mr, McCullocho Mr. Chairman and numbers of the committee,

in large part, if not entirely, I had finished a running de-

scription of the Ford-McCulloch bill, and in view of that

fact, if it meets fith the approval of the Chairman, I would

be glad to be interrogated concerning every part of the bill

and I will answer as best I can,

i.
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The Chairman, Before we do that, I wonder if you would

give us a brief siamary of the differences between your bill

and the committee bill.

Mro MOcClloch. Well, Kr. Chairman,, I think that one could

summarize the difference between the two bills by saying the

bill which was reported out by the committee, the Administra =

tion-Celler Bill, has a new triggering device the like of

which has never been considered before by the Congress0  There

are states and political subdivisions thereof, in addition

to some six or seven states where there is discrimination by

reason of race or color, contrary to the constitution and

without any basis other than a voting record, there is a trig-

gering device, the main triggering device of the Administration

Geller Bill which says that if in 1964 less than 50 percent

of the people registered to vote, or voted in that election,

the Attorney General eould iaeidiately go into those states

and the political subdivisions there of and at that time,

upon a finding that there was this discrimination, could ask

for and have the appointment of the federal examiners to

proceed to register the voters who claim to have been discrim-

nated against by reason of race or color

There was finally a second triggering device added to th

bill when it became clearly apparent not only in the House

committee but in the Senate committee that it did not reach

innumerable pockets of discrimination in states, both North

and South.

i I
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This second triggering device is in large part patterned

after what as been the present law of the land.

The Chairman, I donOt understand about the second trig 1

gearing device

Mfo McCullocho The second triggering device is the de-

vice whereby the Attorney General may say that 20 or more

people in a political subdivision have been denied the

right to. vote by reason of race or color and thereupon is a

pattern of practice, and ha n that pattern of practice appears

federal examiners may be appointed in those political subdivi-

sions to register applicants rho are other-ise qualified under

the state la to register and to vote.

The Chairnan, Now,, the first triggering device of which

you speak on its face has nothing to do with and no mention

is made of discrimination on account of race or color or any

other reason

N~r o PcOulloch, There is that presumption, of course, and

the triggering device is based on that presumption , i. Chair-

mano

Mr, Smith. As I recall reading that section -- and I

believe that wae Section 4?

Mr. McCulloch, That is section 4, yeso

The Chairman, There is no mention in there of any

determination of discrimination, is there?

SMr. MCulloch. No, but there is that presumption
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The Chairman, The presumption arises by reason of the

fact that people did not vote, not by reason of any prece-

dence or discrimination or anything else It has nothing

in the world to do, on its face, with discrimination because

Sof race or color , does it?

Mr.o cCulloch, No, that is a correct statement, but I

repeat the presumption is based upon the fact that 50 or

less percent of the people wee -gistered to vote or 6 d

note in 1954o

The Ohairman, As a matter of fact, by reason of an

unfortunate and untimely storm in Alaska, that state has come

under the triggering device and is deprived of its right to

have a literacy tet?

Mro McCullocho That is a logical conclusion of fact, sir,

The Chairmano Now, any county in my state or your state

who for reasons of indifference or any other reason, do not

poll 50 percent of their registered vote9 or did not do so

in the Johnson election, then they are automatically deprived

of thair literacy test?

Mr0 M1cCulloch. I think that is correct, o.

The OCairman. Which means that if a sa te Thce yours or

mine -- I don't know about yours, but mine -- requires a

person to be able to read and write, that qualification under

This triggering device, could not be used.

Mr. McCullocho That is correct, sir,

The Chairman. In other words, it repeals a state la-w?

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Mr, McOulloch, Or at least nullifies or repeals for the

time being, the state lawo

The Chairmano If you want to get out from under that you

have to come to ashington and file a suit in the United Statei

CaOariot Court for the District of Columbia?

Mro cCulloch. That is correct, sir

The Chairmana That is entirely a new device, There

is no precedent for that, is there?

Mro McCullocho I would answer with a very limited

qualification, there is no precedent for that. There

was one or two cited by the very able and loveable chairman

of this committee when he was before this committee last week,

but the case, if I can use a lawyers8 old phrase, in no in-

stance was on all four s with this case.

The Chairman. After this triggering device begins to

operate, as it will in six southern states and the State of

Alaska, then under Section 6 they will then begin to appoint

polling examiners in those states, is that right?

Mro McCullocho That is right.

The Chairman. I am primarily concerned with my own state

Under that bill, just what will happen to our election laws?

There is no question of discrimination, and just the fact

that people may be didn' t like either candidate, 50 percent

of the voters refrained from exercising their right of fran-

chize in the Johnson election, Now, wvfat happens to us

'when this law goes into effect?

LL~l~aglr~,. C~-C~ZIM--.II~ I~ Fd~---4+ . QL Whld ~I
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Mr, cCulloch.0 Well, under the conditions ii~i the

C imn hbas dercribed.9 the federal emaminers immdisaly

proceed to register ths applicants for registration vho are

qualified to vote under state lavo other than in the matter

Iof literacy tost2 -uhich vould ba oepandad and poll taxes

vhiab. vou161be supzdedo

The C i wn,. Could they still register under the state

la~ the- state regiota:e-ro?

Mr(, Nc~ulloch. In my opinion tthey cOuld, sBiro

The Cbaixwan. So there would be two cyotems opiating at

the Oame time?

-1ro ocullooh 0 That is right.

The Chairman. Theeea aiotants would use a requirement

that a peron rmuet knoTi' hov to read and 'write?

;1r. McCulloch. I ouppooe it vould be av uouleas geetura

if they did it in the Gtate election syoteni. Certainly the-

ansear vould be no,,"they rould not be require to demonstrate

an ability to read Write before the federal examiner.

The Chairman. Do you lcno, NM. Ne~ulloche, whether any

e.irvey has been mede,. county by county all over the United

States ,as to whet county vould fall into this trap?

ir, YdCulloch. I do not know that ouah a dependable 2ur-1

vey aa been made0

T he C hairqm n, I have been told that oo many counties in

thee state or that atate, amongst the southern stateG -

I bdlievo there are 20 countleo in North Carolina that would
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be affected

Mro, McCullocho Our staff man advises me that such a

survey bas been riide and that it is reasonable aoeurateo I

do not have the result of this survey before meo

SThe Obhairan Whomade that survey?

SMro Cullocho I think that survey was made by the

C ivil Rightso Cownision, Staff refers iw to page 129 of the

transoript of the hearings in the House, here at least part

of that information is set fopth, if not all of it,

On page 128 and 129 are soi additional reords, all of

w hioh, if not all of w-hich we re furnished by the Attorney

G eneralo

The Chairian, The difference between your bill and the

committee bill is that you do not have that triggering device?

~Mr McOullocho No, , air The Fird-M~ ulloch Bill is a

bill which has universal application in each of the 50 stEtes,

b3herbver there io discrimination by reason of race or color

in the amount indicated 25 mearitorious claims in any political

subdivision of any of the 50 states It does not tigmitize

any state or political subdivision in advance.

The Chairmano If I recollect the two bills correctly

in order to trigger yours,, yith the 25, the applicants must

make their statement under oath?

Mr. Mrculloeh. They must be meritorious claim and they

must be supported in such fashion that the Attorney geneal

ocan certify in accordance with the law that there are those
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number of applicants.

The Chairmano And they have to make that under oath?

Mro MoCullocho Yes The attorney General., no. He just

makes a certification to that effect.

The Cbairman. The 25 who apply, donut they have to make

their application under oath?

Yr. McCulloch. Well, I must confess that the word thatwe

used is not entirely clear, We used the word allegedd" It

probably would not reqKre the allegation to be under oatho

Tbg Chairman. I notice the committee bill does not re-

quire anybody to come in and make a stement with any penalty

for Perjury. I was probably mistaken in my recollection.

Mi the case of the Ford-McCulloch bill, under these con-

ditions you have described hvere you determine whether there

has been disrmination. w hbn the examiners register under your

bill, they do use the same requirement that the 1964 bill has

of people with a sixth-grade education shall be presumed to

have sufficient educational qualifications?

IMr McCulloeho That is right. sir.

The Chairmano Mro Smith, have you any questions?

Mr. Smith Mr, McCullooh, I have great appreciation for

your knowledge of this subject over the years I have prepared
me

a few questions and I hope your answers will help/to better

understand the differences between these two bills.

As I undersnd it, in your particular bill, under the

so-called Ford-McCulloch bill, youhave a a gle trigger,
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I rather than the double trigger in the other?

Mar McCulloch, We have a single trigger and we think

it is easily understood and it is an elementary one, and

that it has universal application vberever there would be dise

crimination by reason of race or color

Mro Smith. And. of course, in your bill you prefer tbh

single trigger rather than the double trigger?

Mri .cCullocho We do. siro

m0 Siitho Where do we gat into the problem on this

double trigger?

Mro McCulloch, Well, of course, the Chairman of your

o(inisittee has pointed up some of the problems We started out

in the Administration-Oeller Bill by taking the arbitrary

figure of 50 percent If 50 percent or less of the people ver

registered to vote or voted in the election of 1964, there is

a presumption arises that there has been discrimination by

reason of race or color, contrary to the constitution, and

thereupon the Attorney General, by action set forth in that

legislation, requests and has the appointrmnt of federal

examiners to take the applications of parsons who claim that

they have been discriminated against by reason of race or

color, and those examiners are appointed by the Civil Service

Commission, and they proceed to do their duty, and among other .

things, in testing the qualifications of the applicants and

determining whether they are entitled to vote, any literacy

test in those states or political subdivisions of other states
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are nullified, as are poll taxes - what isl at all-inclusive

word -- "the poll tax or any other tax as a prerequisite

for voting, " I believe, which is of great importance, and

a mersber of the Judiciary CoMtittee will probably testify

later on that

iMr Smith, Mr.o MCullochD in the triggering deviee in

your bill, is there a possibility under your bill that the

Courts will be flooded with litigation before it can be

placed into any effect to eliminate discrimination.

?l, McOulloch.o e do not have the slightest idea that

that will gsult, T V Smith. The controlling of the situation

is this The federal examiners appointed by the Civil Service

CoTmioion proceed to tke the applications of those who allege

that they have been discriminated against by reason of race

or color.

The Attorney Qneral of the United States or his agent

or deputies will advise the hearing examiners who are appointsl

who to proceed to register. Those who are eligible to regi-

ter under the new rules, tacluding the nullification of the

literacy . t and poll taxes are registered htreafter,

if a state or political subdivision thereof wishes to challenge

that registration, the challenge is received, a hearing exami-

ner is appointed who is authorized to take evidence and makes

his ruling promptly And only in cases where there would be

agreed political subdivision or officials thereof, or where

the applicant was aggrieved, would there by an appeal to a
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three-judge United States District Court.

The United States District Court could reverse the deci-

sion of the hearing examimn only if the decision of the hear,

ing examiner were clearly erroneous If there was a attempt

to bog down this procedure by an unbelievable number of appli-

cations for ewvlev I am sure the members of this committee

who are lawyers know that the moment it appeared that the Gourt

vould be overweighted by cases, there is inherent equity

jurisdiction in that or any other federal court to appoint

masters to look into the facts and the law- to determine -whethe

or not the registration vas clearly erroneous.

As a matter of fact, it would be my opinion by reason

of the second triggering device, the afterthought in the

Administration-Celler Bill, that there would probably be as
or

much/more litigation under that triggering device than under

this all-inclusive primary triggering device which the Ford-

Mculloch Bill carries

Ir.o Smith From the answ-er you just gave me am I cor-

reat in assuming that under your bill you donut think there is

any possibility of the subdivisions affected going into Court

before the e miner is appointed and seeking a deaaratory re-

lief whioh would in that -way slow down enforcement?

Mr. MeCullocho It would be my opinion, Mr Smith there

could be no case or controversy pending at that time and it

would be my quick opinion there would be no jurisdiction for

the Courts to entertain such a suit.

I I
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Mr. Smith, And you don't think it will tie up the Court

of Appeals?

Mro McCulloch I certainly do not. Mr. Smith, if I

had the slightest idea t s would slow down the registration of

qualified people to vote I would not have submitted it. At

the risk of repetition I think my decision in attempting to

implement the rights of all people under the Constitution of

the United States, beginning with that very strong bill that

passed the House in 1957, is clear in this field

Mr. Smith, As I recall some of the testimony of Mr.

Celler, he indicated that the District Court, for the District

of Columbia, would be used to assure a certain type of uniform-

ity, Do you think this is necessary?

Mr, McCulloch, I do not only think it is not necessary,

SI think it creates a precedent which we should accept only

under dire necessity, Our system of federal courts in every

district in the United States, of course, is subject to the

same general complaint. We have an unbelievable record of

very quickly settling on a single course of elementary de-

cisions. Of course, the Supreme Court changes its mind

oocaoionally and we start anew, but generally that is the case

Mr. Smith. As I recall, Mr. Celler stated under your bill

it might be irresponsible and dissident citizens who would

trigger your bill all over the country in places where its re

lief was not actually needed.

Do you share that same fear,

!I.
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Mr. McCullooho No, of course I do not, became -- take

your own state. I have never heard any legitimate claims

that anyone had been discriminated against by reason of race,

Religion, color or national origin. I don't see how this

Legislation could be used in states that were free from evil

in this field. There would be no occasion for it being used

in Ohio, for instance, because every person, as I have said

before, who is a citizen of the United States under no legal

restraint, is 21 years of age and a resident of the state for

one year and the precinct for 40 days is registered to vote,

In more than lalf the counties in Ohio, registration

isn't even required.

Mr. Delaney. That is not necessarily so, because we

have foreign n born citizens who have to pass a literacy test

in order to become a citizen and then when they desire to

vote , they still have to pass another literacy test.

Mro McCulloch. In your state?

Mr Delaneyo Yes. Many of them are denied.

It would seem it would be prima facie evidence that a

man who is able to become a citizen should be entitled to vote

I kno-w there is no provision, it is a little bit off, but

just ir order to correct the statement you just made relative

to the citizen in Ohio, tha t is not necessarily so

Mr. McCullocho Well, so far as Ohio is concerned, it is,

I believe o

Mro Delaney, I cant egue about Ohio, but I know we

r
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instances in New York here foreign born citizens cannot

qualify to vote. And still they were able to pass the examina-

tion for citizenship.

Mr.o cCulloch, You will notice I very carefully, in an-

swering the question, said in the State of Ohio.

rO Delaney. I knov- you did.

Mro MeOullocho In further answer to your question, of

course the Attorney General has the right to pass upon the

applicants to say whether or not -- or pass upon these appli=

nations, to say whether they are meritorious, or not. And if

he concludes they are not meritorious there is a -

: I Delaneyo Well, not unless there is an issue. For

instance, in Nev York three ould be no issue.

Mro cCullocho Are you talking about the English lang=

uage requirement?

Mrb Delaney. Yes 0

Mr.o McCullocho There is no provision in the Admiinistra-

tion bill in the House in connection with that provision,, in

any event

Sro0 Delaneyo I realize that 0  It is an inoonsistancy,

If they are qualified and they know enough English to become

a citizen, it would seem to ms they would then be qualified

to vote, but tbat is not the case,

Mre M Oullocho The Celler-Administration bill does not

attack that problem.

Mro Delanayo Yes, I know it doesngto

SI 
I 

-
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Mr. Smith, Under your provision, under wholesale chal-

lenges just before the election, the election process could be

disrupted and the attainment of the bill frustrated? Is that

possible?

Mr. McCulloch. No, I am of the definite opinion there

is no such danger. As a matter of fact, these challenges must

be made long enough before the election that the hearing exam

iner vill have passed upon most, if not all of the cases, and

it would result in only those cases that were for review in

the United States Court of Appeals that might be temporarily

impounded

Mr. Smith Uader your bill, what Uill Mr. Citizen allege

in order to apply for a federal examiner?

1Mr MeCulloch, He would just have to allege that he

made an application, for instance, in the first instance, within

90 days, to register and that he was qualified under state law,

and that he had been prohibited or not permitted to register

by reason fo discrimination on account of race or color,

Mro Smith, In other words, he first has to apply to

register under state lavw?

Mr. McCullocho Yes, that would be my opinion

M.o Smith. Why do you include that?

Mr. McCulloch. Well, I do not think that state lavw

should be nullified at the whim or caprice of anyone in this

country, so long as we have full faith in our federal system

elections and the qualification of electors, when there has
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been no violation of the constitution, has long been regarded

as a state function.

I would regret seeing the day come when the federal govern-

ment would take over these functions that have been so long

carried on by states and the moment that they see the error of

their ways and sin no more, the authority should go back to

them, in my opinion.

I think it is an axiom that the non-use of authority from

a township to a state will in due course paralyze the action

of those political subdivisions just as the non-use of a

muscle -- complete none-use of a muscle will paralyze its useo

Mro Smith Well, hat is the difference between your bill

and the Celler bill, insofar as impact on state law is concern d?

Mr. McCulloch, Well, the Celler bill would nullify all

literacy atests under the automatic triggering device , -here

50 percent or less of the people voted, or were registered

to vote in the 1964 election. In addition, it would

nullify all poll taxes or other taxes - and I stress that

again "Other taxes" -- which are a condition precedent to

election,

Mr, Smith. You have taken the sixth grade education as

a basis for excluding any state literacy test, as I understand

your b 1?

Mr. McCulloch. That is right.

Mro Smith W'hy should you do that?

Mr. MoCulloch. That was more or lss an arbitrary amount
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of schooling. It was the language we used in the 1964 Act

which received an unbelievable percentage of votes in the Houso

Personally speaking, anyone who has completed six grades

in an credited school in this country or in any of the

commonwealth of America, certainly has the basie knowledge

to vote, if they are everygoing to have it. As a matter of

Fact, being one of thoGo people who com from a state that has

been interested in providing the franchise with the least

, x, obstacles that could be had, we think that that was an ade-

quate degree of literacy. And I repeat, the Attorney General

S thought so in 1963 and 1964. Tbs then-President of the United

States thought so, both in 1963 and in 1964, and again the

House and Senate, by an unbelievable majority, thought the

same thing.

And you know that Act did not become effective in thb field

of voting until July 2, 1964. There have been so few cases

brought under that comprehensive legislation that they mean

nothing, or practicalUy nothing,

Mro Smith I wonder if you would cogent on the necessit

of including voting fraud provisions in your bill. They ara

not in Ho R, 6400o I wondered if you tried this out in com-

mittee or amended it or what the situation is?

Mr McCulloch . e sought tb write into this legisla =

tion sanctions that would guaranty the sanctity of a ballot

It has long been the thought of people who are interested in

Srpresentative government all down through the centuries that
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Sthe franohize is the basic foundation of all representative

government and when it is prosecuted for personal gain or con-

trol, or improperly used, the very foundations of represen-

tative government are attacked,

I am sure the members of this committee know of what oc-

Scurred in Chicago, in Philadelphia and in Arkansas since and

Including 1960.

It seems to me, Mr. Smith, that there would be nogreater

frustration for me if I were a trusting citizen who long had

sought the right to vote and was finally told that I could hav

it, and after I had exercised this, found it had been so

corrupted that it was meaningless,, To me that would be more

of a frustration than being told, "You cannot vote "

Mr. Smith On the poll tax, why didn't you outlaw it as

Ho R, 6400 does?

Mro McCullocho Mr, Smith, I went through the hearings

on the resolutions for the amendment to the constitution

nullifying tbh poll tax as a condition precedent to federal

elections and there was a substantial, if not majority of good

constitutional lawyers w-ho said at tht time that it was unsafe

to seek to repeal poll taxes by statutory legislation. Al-

though I must say there vere some good lawyers, good consti-

tutional lawyers, who did not agree o I might say my late and •

good friend and member of this committee, John Lindsay, felt

that way, but there were enough members of the Judiciary

Committee of the House and Senate, and enough members of the

& 'N
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House and of the other body to take the high road, w hich void,

beyond question, nullify poll taxes as a condition precedent

to election because it was so well known that for so many

years in the past - and I stress "in the past" -- I have no

comment bout today - that the poll tax was used as a weapon

for discrimination.

I might say that I had the timarity at that time to sug-

gest that we offer a double-barreled approach to nullifying

poll taxes that at the sae time we proposed the resolution

for a Consttutional a .ndment that we likewise pass legisla-

tion, But some of the abler and those members of the Judiciar

Committee who had more seniority than I did said of course tha

would be a confession of weakness, of and concerning the

1 statutory approach,

ir- Smith. hat position did the Atmrney General

take before the committee?

Mr. McCullocho The Attorney General takes the position

that it is a great constitutional questionand he expressed no

unequivocal, positive opinion that it couldn't be so repealed,

but a careful reading of his testimony, not only in the House

but in the Senate, clearly indicates that he does not wish

this legislation to turn upon that question, I am very please

to say that the Ford-McCulloch bill, or tbh Attorney Generalvs

position as reflected in the Ford-McCulloch bill, whereby we

made a finding that poll taxes as a condition precedent to vot

ing, have been used for the purpose of discriminating by easo
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of race or color, and we direct, in the Ford -Culloch bill,

that the Attorney General forthwith begin a suit in these

several states in question, based upon the finding made by the

Congress for a declaratory judgment, and, of course, then if

the Supremf Court sustains that allegation and issues a de-

olaratory judgment or decree, that the poll tax in eaoh of these

states whare the suits are filed have been used to discriminatE

by reason of race or color, then that will solve the problem.,

If the decision be to the contrary, then the direct

Constitutional approach must be taken in the field, for

state elections.

rP0 Smith, I certainly commend you, Mor McCulloch, on

the tremendous knowledge you y have and your able presentation

here, and I tbnak you very much.

The Chairman. Have you questions, ro Colmer?

WMr Colmer. NOr McCulloch, I have listened to your testi-

mony with great interest I recognize you have given a lot

of thought to this matter and directed a lot of energy to it

over a period of years, I want to say at the outset that whilD

I very strongly disagree with even your version of thiS approach

to this alleged problem, that I think that your bill is --

well, let's say less obnoxious and less repulsive to the Cons-

titution than the so-oalled Celler, or Committee bill

IM. McCulloch, unfortunately I was detained and did not

get to hear your original statement, and I suspect maybe this

has already been gone into, but as just one of the ordinary

i
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members of the House who claims no particular constitutional

knowhage above that of a country lawyer, there is something

tha has bothered me basically about th is whole thing. I

would like for 7ou, even though you might have testified to the

point before, but for my education, you might gointo it again'

Artidal I of the Constitution -- Section 2, I believe it is,

it is very brief and provides thatthe House of Representatives!

-- referring, of course, to the federal House of Representa-

tives -- "shall be composed of members chosen every second year

by the people of the several states.o"

And then the second provisions "And the electors of

each state shall have the qualifications requisite for elec-

tors of the most numerous branch of the state legislature "

Now, if I understand plain language, that provision of

the Constitution simply provides - and this, of course, is

referring to federal elections and not state elections --

which Ve have gone to, now, in this bill -- that the qualifi-

cations shall ea those prescribed by the states for the

election of the members of the House of Representatives of

the State. Now, I hope this will wind up in a question, but

I think, rather than stop there, I wl just go on and antici-

pate a little bit,

I understand that it is the contention of those subscrib-

ing to this philosophy that this is repealed by the 15th Amend-

ment. Now, my question gets down t t this If that be true,

that the 15th Amendment did repeal Article I of the Constitu-

tion, then why didn 't the 17th Amendment for the election
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of United States senator repeal the 15th Amendennt provision?

I know the gentleman is a very learned constitutional

lawyer and I know he has his version of it, but I would appre -

ciate his comments on that.

Mr. MoCulloch, Of course, the gentleman from Mississippi!

is most modest when he protests his lack, or partial lack of

kno-iledge in this field

Mr. Colmer. Dont build me up, now, for the crucifictiono

Just go ahead 'with it.

Mr. McCulloch, I think he is very knowledgeable and he

has that faculty which so many of us desire, to disagree

without being disagreeable,

It is my opinion, Mr, Colmer, that the 15th Amendment

at least modified or repealed insofar as necessary, that part

of the first amendmentD whenever a state proceeded to enact

legislation contrary to the 15th Amendment, which is worth

repeating here, Section I being "The right of citizens of the

United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the

United States or by any state on account of race, color, or

previous condition of servitude"

And, of course, you know about Section II where there

is a number of such articles The Congress shall have the

right to enforce this article by appropriate legislation,

I think it points out beyond a question of a doubt that

states and officials thereof, aotinq under control of law -

have denied or abridged the right of the citizens of the United

I I
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States, or any state, by reason of race, color and the like,

and for that reason it is my opinion that the Congress of the

United States has legislation to prevent such acts under color'

of state law -

Mr. Colmar. Pardon me As to the question of discrimina

tion because of race and previous condition of servitude --

Mro McCulloch, And the denying or abridging the right

to vote thereof.

So therefore in my opinion there is no question about

the authority of the Congress of the United States to nullify

qualifications set up by states or officials thereof acting

under color of lay, which nullify the 15th Ameendment to the

Constitution,

Now, aswerning the second part of your question, I think

that Article 17, if it were ever used to deny or abridge the

right of any citizen to vote, solely by reason of race or colo

that we would have prompt authority to move into that field,

too,

NMr Colmer. I come back to the question that if the 15th

Amendment, as you suggest, repeals or modifies the provisions

of Article I of the Constitution, then when that provision

with reference to voting qualifications was restated in the 17

Amendment, under the practice of law as you and I understand it

it being restated there, would certainly ffect, if not

repeal, anything in the 15th Amendment that would interafere

with the right of the States under Article I to prescribe the

qualifications for voting.
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Mr. McCullocho My answer to that, Mr0 Colmero is that

Sso far as I know, there is nothing in the legislative history

Sof and concerning the 17th. amendnmnt, nor other dependable

and like argument or statements which would indicate that there

Swas any intention to repeal that pt of the 15th Amendment

which we have described.

TP
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Mr. Colmer. Of course, Mr. McCulloch, that is a matter

of opinion, I guess, and there are those who have been making

their living and elected to office over hundreds of years

by differing on the construction of the Constitution and the

law, I am going to pass. I am like the woman who convinced

against her will is of the same opinion still. I am sorry

that I cannot go along with it, because to me this is a very

basic question involved here.

Mr. McCulloch, if the Congress wants to provide by this

provision of the law, can do what is attempted to be done

here in the committee bill, or even in your bill, they do not

have to stp there, do they? Can't the Congress just repeal all P

qualifications or references of qualifications of the states for

voting privileges, do away with registration?

In other words, do just what the President, I think, in-

advertently said -- I cannot believe that was even in the

script -- that we should have universal suffrage. My question

is, if the Congress can do what is attempted to be done here,

can it just do away with all of the qualifications of

the rights of the states to prescribe qualifications?

Mr. McCulloch. Mr. Colmer, my answer would be no, it

could not. The only qualifications tht the Congress can

nullify or provide sanctions against are those qualifications

II
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which are used to violate other provisions cf the Constitution

Mr. Colmer. Yes, but we politicians can always find

reasons and even determine facts to establish that. For

instance, as I recall the distinguished gentleman a moment ago

referred to the fact, and it has been said by many others,

that it has been found to be a fact that the poll tax has

been used to discriminate against Negroes. I violently disagree

with that. I do not understand how they ~,se to that

conclusion. My state, of course, is held up as the whipping

boy throughout this whole thing, and the ground where they

started all these voting rights to make a show case, I

wonder how many people know that the state of Mississippi

had a poll tax prior to the Civil 'ar as a matter of implement

ing its school system for general taxation purposes. Not only

my state, but I think if the gentleman from Massachusetts,

Mr. O'Neill, will look into it, he will find that the great

state of Massachusetts even back in the old days hen they

were capturing these people over there and bringing them

to Massachusetts later to be cnt down to Mississippip-s-

Mr. O'NeIll. You know the purpose of that, do you not?

It was to discriminate against the Irish in those days.

Mr. McCulloch. I woulC be against that, too.

Mr. Colmer. And so would I. But I do not think that

my friend's very fine Irish wit contributed very much to what

. -' ai a '
I I i I
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I stated with reference to his state having a poll tax.

Mr. Bolling. It is the truth.

Mr. Colmer. I am sure that Massachusetts never used the

poll tax to discriminate against Negroes. So we can always fi d

arguments for what I am pleased to term an assault upon the

basic magna carta here of the people's liberties and of

representative government, the Constitution of the United States

I would be opposed to universal suffrage, as I think the

gentleman from Ohio would be. I hold no brief for the poll

tax. I do not care. To me the attack made upon the poll tax

in the committee bill and in the gentleman's bill is the

least obnoxious provision of the bill. The poll tax in

some of these wealthy states has been used largely for educa-

tional purposes, to help the very people se are talking about

helping in this l Cdlation, qualifying them to become

qualified electors and citizens.

Mr. McCulloch, another thing bothers me about this. When

I first came to the Congress -- when Mr. Roosevelt and I came

. up h re -- we started farm legislation. We have baen having

a farm bill every year since then. Apparently we have never

) come up with a satisfactory one. Axe w now going into

this field where we are going to heye some form of a civil

rights bill every session of Congress. Is there no end

to it?

B I
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Mr. Colmer. That just calls for the expression

of an opinion.

Mr. McCulloch. Yes. I am hopeful with the adoption

of the Ford-McCulloch bill we will have provided as many

implements to guarantee the voting rights to qualified

citizens in the United States as can be provided. At the

risk of reciting some history of whichthe gentleman is as

knowledgeable as I am, I am sure the gentleman remembers the

Civil Rights Act of 1957, with the very great authority --

so far as the House bill is concerned -- I want to be concerne d

Mr. Colmer. Would the gentleman pardon an interruption

and I should not do it, which was to settle this question of

civil rights. That was going to be the all-comprehensive bill,

Mr. McCulloch. Yes, I would like to make some qualifica-

tions of my good friend's statement with respect to that bill.

When that bill left te House it was probably the strongest

approach to the solution of this problem that was ever offered

and was ever made even to and including what we did in

1964. That bill, too, passed the House by a substantial vote,

But the medicine was too strong and in the august other body

that medicine was so diluted thatit provided no real relief.

Then came the Civil Rights Act of 1960 and in a bipartisan

attempt we had that voting referee section which we thought
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would go a long way in guaranteeing the right of every qualified

citizen in America to vote and we got bogged down in the

courts. By reason in some indtnces, I suppose, the conscien-

tious predilections cf some of the judg3 who have been hearing

these cases. Then came the ' nnibus Civil Rights Act of 16i4,

which has not had time yet to function As I said before,

there have been few, if any cases, brought under Title I,

the voting rights title of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. There

is some rather potent medicine there, if we be not too impatient.

But if we be very, very impatient I regretfully would be

forced to observe that there will probably be civil Eghts

legislation before the Congress from time to time for many

years to come. Legislation is not going to solve the problems

that confront our country in tfs field. That problem in

substantial part is in the minds and hearts of men and until

maybe one, two, or three or four generations have come along

will all ?Eethzeprejudices be dissipated, and then even

perhaps -- I won't say perhaps -- and then it could be that

this problem would not be solved,

Mr. Colmer. Mr. McCulloch, I thank you particularly

for that portion of your answer at the last. TIVt is certainly

something you and I see eye to eye on,

L
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This matter cannot be settled ever by legislation or

by court decrees. If the gentleman will pardon me, and I

have been over this before here, but again I would like

to re-emphasize it, It has got to be settled by a cooperative

Christian effort with good will existing between the races.

The gentleman has heard me contend heretofore that you cannot

take a race of people who just a few generations ago -- I do

not want to use the word but I do not In ow any other word that

would fit it -- what we regard as savages in the jungles of

Africa, and capture them and bring them over here, and in

a short period of time, as we measure time, bring them up on

a parity overnight by the passage of a law by the Congress, or

the edict of a court decree,

It has got to be done gradually. Again to sum that up,

and this may be a little strong language for some people, the

answer to the problem is not revolution but evolution.

These people have got to ta the same path that their white

brother trod. It is a slow one. Nobody passed any laws or

issued any court decrees back in the early stages of the

white man. But I do not mean to get off on that. I have seen

this thing work in my own community, I have seen it work in

my state, where the racial problem is the greater because

it is all relative. You do not have any racial problem wh re

you have five per cent of the people of one race and 95 ,1'
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of the other, and so on down the line. All of this agitation

is creating bad will between the races and is withdrawing

the strong support that maybe has not been strong enough,

but nevertheless has been given to Iess fortunate colored

people

Mr. McCulloch, I see that my time is about up here.

There is another basic matter that I wanted to go into with

you but I will reserve it for a later date. Maybe I will

have a chance with some othmE witness to go into, and that

is, on the Fifteenth Amendment and the question of qualificatic

of voters. I am going to end with this.

From my brief study cf that, the debate back in those days,

when the hysteria,, somewhat similar to what prevails here

today, just after the war in the reconstruction days, when

the attempts were made to do what is attempted to be done in ti

legislation, to destroye the qualifications of voters and

rights of the states to make them, even that Congress

in those days of emotional hysteria turned it down, I will go

into that later. Thank you, Mr. McCulloch,

Mr. McCulloch, Mr. Chairman, could I say only this with

respect to legislation? I think legislation hm been necessary

in the past. I think it has served a good purpose, and it is

my studied judgment that legislation in this field and in

I
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kindred fields nudges or pushes us along the road to

L|, , implementation of the Constitution. One further thing, Mr.

*i Chairman, and if this be improper, I would not be hurt

if the Chairman rules it out of order. I know my colleague is

not the witness. I am the witness. He is the questioner.

SI should like to know for my own atormation, and I do not

know, was the poll tax that you mentioned in Massachusetts

and in Mississippi before the Civil War a condition precedent

for voting, or was it only a tax and revenue raising

requirement?

Mr. Colmer. I prefer the Chair would rule the gentleman

) out of order.

SMr McCulloch. I will get the answer,

Mr. Colmer. No, seriously -

~ he Chairman. We better not get too far afield,

Mr. Colmer, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think in all

% irness I should answer it, particularly after what I have

just said, and I will be very brief. Unfortunately I have

not donQ ~y1yhsmework sufficiently to answer the gentleman's 1

question. I am worry. But the fact remains it was there.

*i ii ^ We had one in Ohio, too. It was a

* day's work or two per year and on the public highways,

The Chairman. Mr. Anderson.

* 
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Mr. Anderson. Mr. McCulloch, the testimony has

been that if the Caller bill is enacted that there will be

this automatic suspension of the literacy test in 7 states

in allow Are there any statistics or did the hearings bring

out any census figures or any other statistics as to

how many illiterate persons that might thereby declare to be

eligible immediately as voters.

Mr. McCulloch. I remember no such statistics. The

two capable alert staff men who are here tell ri that no

statistics or testimony was submitted on that question.

Mr. Anderson. The other question I have relates to the

section of the majority report that describes and discusses

the futility of employing the normal case by case method of

adjudicating these voting rights cases, as was attempted

under the Civil Rights Acts of 1956, 1960 and 1964. This

rather detailed description, I think, of the one case involved

*n Dallas County, Alabama, where there was four years of litiga

tion before there was finally a decree entered, has the committee

either in connection with these hearings or in other hearings

undertaken to explore the general question of how effective

has been the administration of the Dephttment of Justice with

respect to the prosecution of these suits. Do they need more

money? Do they need more attorneys? Do they need more help?
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Why is it that there is this unconscionable delay in theso

cases?

Mr. McCulloch. I think the gentleman from Illinois will

remember his English Literature and how the law was described

from the time he was in school. We are troubled by the

same delays and feet dragging as was written about 300 years

ago. Clever lawyers, and there is always necessity for clever

able lawyers in the best sense of the word, use law and pro-

cedure to delay cases not only in this field but every other

field of litigation in America. If one couples that with

known facts of predelictions against seeing this relief

granted in certain courts, it is not unusual to see this type

of delay down there. We have, however, provided plenty of

trial judges -- 80 or 79 two years ago, and there is said

to be so many more needed now. There has probably been a

lack of personnel in the Justice Department. All those

things coupled together resulted in this inordinate delay

which is a part of the record. Ctile one may put up with

delay in civil litigation, particularly if hedoes rot

involve money and where the person seeking relief really

does not need it, delay in an electioncase may result in

a loss of a right to vote fdcbever. Success in a law suit

brought to determine whether one shall vote in 1964, vich
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is finally determined in the Supreme Court in 1966 is

an empty victory indeed, is it not?

Mr. Anderson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman, Mr. Madden, do you have any questions?

Mr. McCulloch Could I interrupt?again, and this is a more

authoritative answer than I have given. This cor..di from

Bourke Marshall, who was Chief of the Civil Rights section

of the Department of Justice and this very question was being

described and I read from page 309 in the hearings, Serial

No. 2, of the House Committee. "In sum, some strI2 = have

been made in eradicating voter discriminatiai in Mississippi.

But Mississippi cannot be viewed in isolation. The real

concentrated effort by federal authorities in this state

was begun only relatively recently."

That is what I Paid earlier today. There has not been

time to begin the action which would have produced the results

which we invisioned when we were so, I hope, elemently

pleading for the Civil Rights Act of 1964. "Progress has

been made and far greater progress may be confidently antici-

patad. In other states where similar efforts were begun

Sooner, tangible results are already more visible,"

I am sorry for the interruption.

Mr. Madden. How many days or weeks did the Judiciary

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Committee hold hearings on this bill?

SMro McCulloch. We held hearings on March 18, 19, 23,

S24,, 25, 29, 30, 31, and April 1.

I. Mr. Madden, Over a period of how long a stretch of
r.

tibme?

Mr. McCulloch. That was in Subcommittee. Then we had

two or three days, as I recall, of executive session when

!. fwe were marking up the bill

'* "Mr. Madden. Over a period of about a month, then?

Mr. McCulloch. Yes, I would think so.

Mr. Madden, What was the vote on the committee on

" i the Adminis tration Celler bill?

Mr. McCulloch. I am guessing now, tro 13.

Mr. Madden, What was the vote on the McCulloch bill?

Mr. McCullocho That was the vote on the McCulloch

substitute. The vote on reporting the bill after the McCulloch

substitute, I do not know whether there was a record vote

on that or not.

Mr. Madden. It was practically unanimous of the

S committee t turn out sme kind of a voting bill, is that true?

Mr. McCulloch That is certainly true, Mr. Madden.

t It is my opinion that we should have adequate yet not

departing from the best traditions in this country voting

right legi lation in this session of Congress,

I
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Mr. Madden. Your committee is made up of lawyers complet

is it not?

Mr. McCulloch. Yes, every member of the committee hopes

that he is a lawyer. We are all members of the Bar.

Mr. Madden. The question of constitutionality was thrashe

out and rethrashed out by the members of your Committee on

this bill.

Mr. McCulloch. It was discussed at considerable length

and the Attorney General of the United States testified on the

question of Constitutionality at considerable length.

Mr. Madden. I wish to commend both you and your Chairman,

Mr.Celler, for the outstanding presentations you have made

here on this legislation. Also, our Chairman, and Mr. Colmer

and Mr. Smith for the exhausting questions which have been

asked, some of them duplication in the last two days or

Thursday when we had thesehearings. In fact, as the

Committee goes on our hearings, we are on the second day

of our hearings, and I think about every possible question

has been asked and some of them have been asked two or three

or four times.

With two members of the Judiciary Committee only having

been heard, and only three members of be Rules Committee

propounding questions, three out oT 7g II members of the

" I
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Rules Committee and only two members out of the 30 odd of

the Judiciary Committee, if that percentage continues, we

will be sitting here holding these hearings until corn

husking time. TWhen is cornhusking time in Ohio?

Mr. McCulloch. September and October.

Mr. Madden, That is all I have.

SThe Chairman. Mr. Martin?

Mr. Martin. No questions.

Mr. Delaney. No questions

The Chairman Mr. Bolling,

Mr. Bolling. No questions

he chairman. Mr. O'Neill.

Mr. O'Neill. Mr. McCulloch, I have no questions. This

is meant to apply to a group of southern states and rightly

so, in my opinion. I had the opportunity of listening

in on one of these depositions that a young girl from Missi-

sippi had given vho had quit,- a background. She was a graduate

of a state teachers college. She was a graduate of the Uni-

versity of Texas and workgin for her doctorate at Harvard.

She had applied or she wanted to register to vote in Missis-

sippi. As I understand it, from the deposition she made that

she first had to make an application to register. After she

made the application to register, the local newspaper printed

her application and they tised whether there was any

S r I *00A
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objections to her regarding moral turpitude and did

she have a recordor a criminal record and things 2 that

nature, or did anybody have any objections. Seven days

later she came back and she took a literacy test. Then seven

days later she was to return again and she was to find out

whether she passed or whether she did not pas a. No answers

why, just that she was denied. She took it to court and as I

understand it, too late the court ordered her to be a registered

voter. But of course the election had since passed. As I

understand your bill, you wMat to protect the rights of the

states, that the states will have the right that they always have

to apply thoir own particular laws. What do you think with

regard to thAs fact? Dc i't you think it should be a national

law or standard that a man who commits a felony is not entitled

to vote? But should anybody have thL right to come in and

protest for a reason that is known to him and not known to

anybody else and a person has never had his day in court

and is going to be denied the right to vote on that alone?

How does your bill protect, for example, in Mississippi?

These are the states we are deliberately aiming at. How

does your bill protect the Negro citizens in those states?

Mr. McCulloch. Mr. O'Neill, I will answer the fitbt

pt of your question. I think it is definitely a question

I I
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in two parts. We have no desire in 'he Ford-McCulloch bill to

permit any state to prescribe qualifications and use them

for %a purpose of discrimirnting solely by reason of the race

ar color of the applicant. We provide in our bill that the

vouching for character and the like shall be nullified. We

provide a simple literacy test, one that had the well-nigh

unanimous approval in the fall of 1964, that anyone having

completed sixtrgrade in an accredited school was presumed

to be literate. Those fsalify the discriminatory practices

in the states that we have described, which are so obnoxious

to lovers of liberty in a representative republic. In the

Ford-McCulloch bill they are reached by a simple trigger,

readily understood, which operates quickly and again in accord-

ance with the best traditions of America. It goes from the _

hearing examiner, if there be a challenge, to a three-judge

court of appeals, who are expected to give priority to these

matters, and the decision of the Federal Examiner is to be

a52atained by the three judge federal court unless clearly

erroneous. I Qeat what I have said, we think we have

a very l-ood bill that has an elementary effective approach

that will see that people who are citizens and qualified with

this limitation to vote will be registered, will be permitted

.
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to vote and will have the vote counted.

Mr. O'Neill. Nevertheless, Mr. McCulloch, the applicant

will have to go through exactly the same process today

as she has had to do in the past in order to register,

Mr. McCulloch. No, she do~snot. She does not have to

have a vouching for character. bhe does not have to have these

t~-witnesses came. She has to make an application to register,

or they must make an application to register, to state

authorities for the first establishment of a pattern or

practice. But thereafter an applicant needs bt do none of

those things. All the applicant needs to do is to say that he

or she will be Qccriminated by reason of race or color and

the discrimination is brought about by economic sanctions

and all of these other things.

Mr. O'Neill. I do not follow you. Ipso factor are you

saying you are going to eliminate the present and current

law of the State of Mississippi?

Mr. McCulloch. After a pattern or practice i established,

yes, sir, for receiving the applications for these people who 1:

have been denied the right to register solely by reason of

race or color. For instance, you recite the story of the

person going back to be rechecked two or three times, and

that is very frustrating and we reco nised all that,

d
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Here is the provision in the Ford-McCulloch bill. I

. quote on page 2: "A person is denied or deprived of

the right to register or vote if he is, one, not provided

by persons acting under color of law wIh an opportunity to

vote, or to qualify to vote within two weekdays after making

a good faith attempt to do so, two, found not qualified to vote

by any person acting under color of law, or iree, not notified

by any person acting under color of law of the results of

his application within 7 days after making the application

therefor.

Mr. O'Neill, it is our studied judgment that the approach

'-' of the Ford-McCilloch bill in large part and as near as one

can safely do so Neets the objections in the case of this

young lady who was from your description in my opinion so

eminently qualified to vote. You know, I was interested in,

and might be even much of this opinion, Of the story written

by the Editor of the Christian Science Moftor, ho had a

study made of voting rights and conditions precedent to

voting in some of the really progressive and great foreign

nations, and in some of them whose experience we have followed,

The approach is to make voting as easy as possible, not as

difficult as possible.

Mr. O'Neill, In the Cellar bill, is the Senator Kennedy
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Amendment in there as such, as he offered in the Senate?

Mr. McCullocho With respect to the prohibition,

or I mean, 2®e literacy test, with respect to Spanish speaking

students, it is not in the bill in any shape or form.

Mr. O'Neill. I am talking about Edward Kennedy, the

poll tax.

Mr. McCulloch. The poll tax is in the Celler Bill in a mnch

more stronger and more comprehensive c, z o The Kennedy proposal

was defeated in the Senate, as I recall, by four votes. In

the Celler Administration bill of the Sasse, the poll tax as a

condition precedent to voting is unqualifiedly proscribed and

nullified as is any other tax.

I repeat tbis so that it sinks home with everyone, and

so is any other tax which is a condition precedent to

voting.

Mr. O'Neill. What about in your bill?

Mr. McCulloch. We do not follow either.

Mr. O'Neillo Why?

Mr. McCulloch. Because the Attorney General and a sub-

stantial number of the members of the Judiciary Committee

-' of the House felt that that proposal took on an unconstitutio al

tinge. We therefore were happy to have the AttD rney General

join with us, or we were' Ui to join with the Attorney
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General in saying that there is a finding by the Congress

of the United States that poll taxes, as a condition precedent

for voting, with discriminatory views ind in these states,

contrary to the Fifteenth Amendment. Our hi .1 directs the

Attorney General forthwith to bring an action in each

of those states in the Federal Courts having jurisdiction for

a declaratory judgment or decree implementing ot sustaining

the finding which we set forth in the bill. If the Attorney

General does that and the Supreme' Court of the United States

finds and issues a declaratory judgment or decree to that

end, then those poll taxes are nullified serially in each

of the states where the Attorney General as directed to

bring the suit and the decree is to that effect.

Mr. O'Neill. Do you believe that your bill can get the

direct and quick action that the Celler bill can get?

Mr. McCulloch, Webelieve our bill in many, ,if not most,

instances can get more direct and more rapid relief than

the Celler Administration bill. Furthermore, we think it is

much more free from constitutional objection than the

Celler Administrltion bill.

Mr. O'Neill, I havero other questions, Mr. Chairman,

Mhe Chairman Mr. Pepper.

Mr. Pepper. May I [rxect the attention f the able

I I H
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member, Mr. McCulloch, to the provisions of the Celler

bill. Let us see if we can simplify a little bit what the

questions presented are.

In Section 2 the bill simply forbids the application

of any procedural requirement or practice that has the effect

of denying or abridging the right of any citizen to vote.

That simply in general sttzBtory language implements the

provision of the Fifteenth Amendment.

Mr. McCulloch. I think that is the intention of

the language.

Mr. Pepper. In Section 3, the Attorney General may apply

the court for a finding as to whether or not tests and devices

applied in respect to voting in the several states have

he effect of denying the right of citizens to vote in

violation of the Fifteenth Amendment. That is a court proceed-

ng, interlocutory or final is entered, unless the Court at

he instigation of the Attorney General makes a finding that th se

ests or devices do have the purpose and do hav the effect

f denying the right of people to vote in ,violation of the

thirteenth Amendment. That is a court procedure. That is correct,

i1 E2- t it?

A . I
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Mr. McCulloch, Yes, sir. I should like to comment on

that. That is the second or afterthought triggering in

the Administration-Celler bill, It is a court proceeding,

You put your finger right on it, You go to the heart of it. That

very fact makes it a process that will slow down registration

to a walk in comparison with the Ford-McCulloch bill,

Mr. Pepper, Does your bill provide for any similar

procedure?

Mr. McCulloch, No, we provide for registration

even without, or we provide for the appointment of examiners

without a court finding.

Mr, Pepper, I know, In your case where you provide for

registration

Mr. McCulloch I should like to say this, Senator.

This afterthought triggering device, and I say that kindly,

because the original Administzation bill in neither the other

body or this body had any such thing, is in large part

a repetition and a restatement of the law that is now

on the statute books,

Mr. Pepper. Will JAe able gentleman allow me to put these

two cases? In your bill, if I understand you correctly,

you would allow an individual to vote without these tests

and devices prohibiting or n-iqr g it and then you would

I.

I.

i,
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allow the right of an individual denied the right to vote

to have redresU Ai court against these tests and devices.

Mr. McCulloch. We would permit an applicant to

register before a Federal Examiner after 25 or mo_ e meritoriou

cases have been submitted to the Attorney General and he had

requested federal examiners to register the people. It is

that simple and it is that direct, and it is that rapid. Then

if any political subdivision or official thereof felt aggrieve

by that registration by the Federal examiner, he must file his

challenge within ten days thereafter, the Examiner must determine

the case within 7 days thereafter, and if the individual

or the political subdivision or official thereof is aggrieved

and wishes to have judicial review he must file his application

for review in the United States Court of Appeals, a three

judge court within 15 days thereafter

That is the speed ard that is the direct approach

in the Ford-McCulloch bill.

Mr. Pepper. May I give you one more, Senator? After

that pattern or practice is determined in apolitical oQ f -

vision, county or parish or city, if it is a voting

political subdivision, individuals thereafterby reason

of the pattern or practice having been established can make

*' * <

I I
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their applications to the Fedt-il Examiner to be registered.

If there be need for more federal examiners they are appointed

by the Civil Service Commission.

Mrb Pepper. May I present the method provided in

Section 4 that if the Attorney General brings a suit in

a court and shows to the satisfaction of the court that these

tests or devices are being used to deny or abridge the right

of any citizen to vote on account of race or color, then

it shall suspend the use of such tests or doetis in as

state or political subdivision as the court has determined

are appropriate and for such period as it deems necessary

All that machinery that you just described would not be

necessary j-. a case like that, as provided by Section 3.

The court would forbid the use of that test or device in

the state of political subdivision where it found that it

had been used.

Mr. McCulloch. Senator Pepper, I should like to say

again in effect we now have this type of legislation on the

statute books. The inordinate delay which hasbeen the bain

of the existence of these people who have sought the right to ;ote

says that it is so slow that it is practically useless.

That, Mr. Chairman, was the reason why it was not a part of

the original bill and why it is an afterthought pickup.
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Mr.o Pepper. Very well.

SWhat I tried to point out is that in Section 3, there

is a sunmary court proceeding possible by which a test or

device may be stricken down in a state or political

subdivision barring the right of p Dple to vote. In Section

( 4, if it is found that a majority of the people in the state

Ad not either register or vote in the general election in

1964, then it is forbidden to use tests or devices as

conditions to voting in those states where that percentage of

Sfailure to vote occurred, is that correct?

Mr. McCulloch. That is right.

Mr. Pepper. That is simply prohibition striking down

the use cf those tests or devices in those states.

SMr. McCulloch. I should like to comment, Senator,

right at this time those ei sitions and those prescriptions

against state laws come whether or not there is two per cent

Snon-white or ten per cent or 20 per cent or 50 per cent.

I should like to say, Mr. Chaimsn , this was such a

glaring sakness of the bill for which we seek to have

the Ford-McCulloch bill substituted uhat in the last few

days of the go-around in the other body they said, provided

at least 20 percent of the people had been found by the
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Director of the Census to have beenron-white.

Mr. Pepper. Very well. On page 19 the authority

of the examiners is prescribed. I want to draw your attention

to 7(b). Any person whom the Examiner finds to have

the qualifications prescribed by state law in accordance

with instructions received under Section 9(b) shall promptly

be placed on the list of eligible voters. In other words,

the Examiners who are the Federal officials are going

to apply the qualifications prescribed by state laws, not

by this bill or any other federal lawo The examiners will

use the qualifications prescribed by state law. Isn't

that correct?

Mr. McCulloch. Senator, I would like to say this, that

language is utterly misleading because we do not know what

Section 9(b) says.

Mr. Pepper. Yes.

Mr. McCulloch. Wait just a minute,

Section 9(b) says that after literacy tests and poll taxe3

in effect have been stricken down, they will apply the other

state qualifications.

Mr. Pepper. 9(b) on page 22, if I may draw the able

gentleman's attention te th reads, "The times, places and
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procedures for application and listing pursuant to this

: Act and removal from the eligibility list shall be prescribed

by regulations promulgated by the Civil Service Commission,

: shall, after consultation with the Attorney General, instruct

the examiners concerning, one, the qualifications required

for listing, and two, loss of eligibility to vote,"

Those are the directions to be given to the examiners, and

e examined c tLnU find 'iDse who have the qualification

prescribed by state law and they shall put those people on

the list -- they shall promptly be placed on the list of

eligible voters. Is there anything very ^wrong about that?

Mr. McCulloch. Mr. Chairman, again my answer is this.

That after all literacy tests have been stricken down and

e poll tax has been nullified, the Attorney General says

allow the rest of the state qualifications. If I can be

absurd, you have thinning red hair and you are 60 years of age,

and you are a d'tizen, and you are not under any legal restrain,

-hose are the state qualifications that we recognize.

Mr. Pepper. I will say to my friend, what authority

you have for restricting the clear language on page 19,

action (b) which says any person whom the Examiner finds to

ave thequalifications prescribed by state law in accordan@© wt

;ith instructions received under Section 9(b) shall promptly

I I
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placed on the list of eligible voters, '_en you find 9(b)

on page 22, and I find no limitation such as the able

gentleman suggests there.

Mr. McCulloch. I refer you to Section (b) on page 12

in the first place. I read it, "If a proceeding institutued

by the Attorney General under any statute to enforce the

guarantees of the Fifteenth Amendment in any state or

political subdivision, the court finds that a test or

device" -- and a literacy test is a test and a poll tax

is a device under the definitions in the bill -- "has been

used for the purpose or with the effect of denying or abridging

the right of any citizen of the United States to vote on

account of race or color, it shall suspend the use of

such test or device," and so on, that is what the Attorney

General says to the Examiner.

Mr. Pepper. They are different sections. One of them

is simply prohibition against the state authoritieusing

this.

Mr. McCulloch My answer stands.

Mr. Pepper. Very well, I have only one other question,

if the gentleman wll kindly permit,

The other salient provision of the Celler bill is that
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it does preemptorily forbid the requirement for the payment

of the poll tax as a condition to voting in either

federal, state or local elections.

Mr. McCulloch. That is right.

Mr. Pepper. The able gentleman's bill finds as a

fact, does it not, that the requirement-for the payment of

a poll tax is a device to deny or abridge the ri ht of people

to vote andvolation dc the Fifteenth Amendment. You find

that,

Mr. McCullocho lin C. 3 tates.

Mr. Pepper. Don't you make a general finding to that

effect?

Mr.McCulloch. I say in some states. Therein lie. the

deep water in which we get.

Mr. Pepper. You have a provision against abolishing

the poll tax in some states and not in others,

Mr. McCulloch. No, you misunderstood me, Senator Peppero

Wherever the poll tax is used as a device to deny or abridge

a citisenof the right to v . solely by reason of race

"br color, I am willing and anxious to forthwith call that

kind of a discrimination to an end and prohibit it.

Mr. Pepper. But do you specifically find that in

certain areas it has been?

pFyPImi mM.srPI*if ^ ,L ,, ,y - ,,rD -If, ,imdf1
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Mr. McCulloch. Yes. But not in all. Only in certain

states.

Mr. Pepper. But in the cases where you do find that

it has been, instead of barring it even though you made

such a finding, you require somebody to go into court

and have the court simply implement what the Congress has

already ando. Why go to the extra trouble and delay of having

the Court find aid implement what the Congress has already

directed?

Mr. McCulloch. The Court is not necessaly bound by

the finding of the Congress. It is helpful in the extreme

but it is not binding.

Mr. Pepper. In spite of the fact that you have found

a bar you do not want to abolish it

Mr. McCulloch. Let me finish my statement,

Mr. Pepper. I am sorry.

Mr. McCullfch. Then we proceed in accordance, again,

with what we have been taught is the proper procedure, to

go into the court of last resort, to have it determined

whether that which is complained of is contrary to the

Constitution or not, Now, there is no great delay going

to result in that kinc of approach, and the committee

CelLer bill has that kind of approach in the matter of

I *
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the right to vote, with the election maybe at least only

45 days away and at most, I think, in one state, 8 months

away.

Mr, Pepper. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the able

gentleman,

Mr. McCulloch Thank you,

The Chairman. Mr. Quillen, do you have a question?

Mr. Quillen. I have a question or two, Mr. Chairman,

if you do not mind.

no Chairman. That is the second bell and we will

have to)sappend for 30 minutes. I would like to make this

statement before we do. We have here a list of ten witnesses,

members who have requested to be heard on this bill. That is

going u. take considerable time. Under our agreement we are

to hold hearings today, tomorrow and the next day.

We have to conclude them within that time. So it is

going to require us to keep our noses to the grindstone

for the next couple of days. I hope we can proceed with

expedition because we do have a deadline on this bill at

which time we propose to vote. I hope that the members sill

be here and remain here to hear this testimony because

it is a matter of great importance. We do have the unusual

situation of a deadline on our time to vote on the bill.

Ii
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- Mr. Pepper. You say we are coming back in 30 minutes,

Mr. Chairman. Will we go right on through?

S, The Chairman, Thirty minutes, yes, sir,

Mr, Smith. Then what are we going to Go?

The Chairman. We are going on with thdstestimony.

Mr, Pepper. We won't have any recess for lunch after

that.

The Chairman. That is up to the committee,

Mr, Madden. Let us make it 1~30 and we can have lunch,

The Chirman. I have kept Mr Willis here for some time,

I do not want to inconvenience himo It is 12230; is that

* jthe desire of the committee, that we take lunch time Saow

: I Mr. Pepper, I would prefer it.

The Chairman. I do not happen to eat lTach.

SMr. McCulloch. Mr. Chairman, the Chairman asked me

. R a qu&btion at the very beginning of my tetimony

V++ concerning the precedent of bringing legislation or authority

under legislation to the District of Columbia where there

was exdusive jursidction and to ask me the precedent for

that. Since that is very technical and involves the finest

analysis of cases that za hb, gzuhtQseab~ be a

precedent, I ask unanimous consent to supply for the record

a memo on that very important question,

, -j
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"- EChairmano Yes, sir, it will be done.

Mr. McCulloch. Thank you, sir.

@he Chairman. 1s30, please.

(Whereupon, at 12:31 o'clock p.om, the committee

was recessed to reconvene at 1:30 o'clock, the same day.)

I I
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The Chairman The committee will be in order.

Mr. Quillen.

Mro Quilleno Mr. Chairman, I have a question or twoo

Mr. MoCulloch, listening to the debate on both bills,

or the questions on both bills, in your opinion is it a fact

that your bill eliminates discrimination in all 50 states?

Mr. McCulloch It would apply to every one ef the 50

states, ye, sir, and it is an instrument that could be applie

to any pocket of discrimination in any of those 50 states if

the required number of people were there vho had been discri-

minated against.

Mr. Quilleno Irrespective of race, creed or color?

Mr, McCulloeh, Well, it is a bill that goes to discrimi-

nation on account of raee, creWe or color However, our

penal sections in the matter of vote frauds 06e~ both frauds,

regardOEe of vbehser bought under this bill, and of

course our bill applies uniformly in each of the 50 states.

Mro Quillen. In regard to the triggering device, wbt o d

happen in areas, counties or districts where they had swollen,

temporary populations?

Mr. McCiloch, Well, that swollen, temporary population

would make up part of this 50 percent w which would trigger the

Celler-Administration bill

I can think of places here there are swollen populations

in given years or at given times of certain times of the year,

In the first place, if there is any Army base in a stge and

S
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there are 50,000 people there, that entire 50,000 is counted

in the census. It is used to help trigger the Administration

legislation or to bring something which is completely orml

) in our life, in these towns, cities and states where there are

large universLges -- like the University of Michigan,, I think

there is well over 30,000 or 35,000 students in that univer"

sityo In the Ohio State University in Columbus, Ohio, there

is someplace between 25 thousand and 30 thousand there.

Those figures, even though those students were prohibited from

voting in those towns or counties, would be counted as part

of this 50,000. It is almost unbelievable.

Mr. Quilleno Well, I don t think that has been brought

i) out here, and I appreciate your bringing it out, because I

think it is most important?

.r McCulloch, It is in the hearing record. It is in

the report, too, I think we have pointed this out in 'th

report which accompanies the bill,

The Chairmano And yet those people hvo are in the

university are eligible to vote in some other state and could

have voted, too, but you haven't any record that they voted0

Mro, McCullocho That is right, sir,

SFMr Quillen. In the hearings did they give any explana-

tion as to why they -woula allow thisswollen temporary popu-

lation to be included in the 50 percent rule?

Mr. eOulloch. I think one of the justifications for

not taking those conditions into consideration, especially

'.-- - ..
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' with respect to Defense bases was that there was no way, now,

being used in our ensfg taking apparatus,, to separate this

group from the other groups or to determine how many voted on

the base and how mbhy voted by absentee ballot.

Mr o Quillen, It seems to me we don ' t have a clear-cut

answer and we are not considering the impact of this matter,

at allow Under your bill that would be no problem?

Mro EoCullocho. That would be no problem

Mr. Quilleno I feel, as I have said before, that I think

any measure, any voting rights bill should be applicable to

all Americans,,and certainly ad ertll Americans should have the

right to vote. But in comparison with the two measures, the

Celler, or Administration measure, it seems to me that it is

j anti-discrimination in reverse, in that it would actually

create discriminatory pockets throughout the United States, a

not be applicable

Mr. McCullocho Csaainly that was the result of the bill

as originally introduced both in the House and in the other

body.

I have spoken, not disrespectfully, but to pinpoint and

emphasize the other triggering proposal vhieh was the after =

thought 'which seeks to have a triggering device applicable

to any pocket of discrimination in the United States,

r. Quilleno I th-ik you have given this a lot of careful

study and thought and come up with sose very good solutions,

and I vant to co end you for the fine job that you have done
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Mr, MCullocho Thank you very muiho We have had unus-

ually able g Qff assistance, both majority staff and minority

staff, in our search for the best Way in ty i his important field

iro Quilleno I live in Kingsport, Tennessee, and I repre

sent the first congressional district and ue have no problem

of discrimination We encourage everybody to register and

vote, and I think that is true in all the state of Tennessee,

and I think that is the way we should face this problem, that

w e should encourage all Armricans to register and vote I

like the ide a of making it applicable to all 50 states, ratt

than excluding some where we kno there is gross discriminatic

I think that ibhen we consider this matter politically, that e

are sincerely offbase, and I think we ought to look at the

forest, rather than the trees

ir. McCulloch O I certainly agree with your co ment that

-se should make it relatively easy, but bave a dapandable ay

for every qualified person to vote in the United Stateso

r0o Quillen, Without any force In other ords, a

man should not be forced to vote unless he ants to vote

That is a right given to us is our system of government, and

I agree with you there

That is all, Mr Chairman.

Mro OcCulloch. I should like to say this, r. Quillen,

since you mention tendency, I think parLtpG there may have

been an an at enal anaer with respect to your state - and
I have noidea ,hat thi ould pnS w ou l d ever happn,
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but it seems to me if it was decided there was massive dis-

orimination in your state, the administration bill would not

reach the masses planned for disermination,

Kf, Quilleno But-your bill would

Mr.o MCullocho Y@.s It is effective to each new- occa

sion or each new duty, e long ea it remains on the statute

books

'Mr. Quillen. Thank you, Mro Chairman.

Mr, M alloeho. I think you very ieho Mo Chairman, for

this privilege of coming before your comtitteeo

STATE MaWO§F HONo EDT-N E, TILIS,
A REPREEI TIVE CN ONGRSS FROM THE

STATE OF LOUISIANA

SMr. Willis. Mro Chairman and members of the committee,

I am delighted to appear before you on this bill,

I find individual views contained in the committee report

as a member of the Judiciary Committeeo I am going to -peak

from the statement I made, which is nog part of the full

report We are dealing with an extremely important subject.

Besides being members of Congress, we are all citizens, all

Americans and all voters. I donut think one should brag or

pretend that he has a greater devotion to the right to vote

than another member, I know I am devoted to the right to

vote, and also I am devoted to certain legal concepts, And

so my statements are not based on racial considerations

The fact of the matter is that the people of my congress

sional district believe in the right of all qualified perona

II ' !
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to vote, The people I represent are against the application of

different standards to different people, and the important

thing is that they practice vhat they preach

If my congressional district, speaking of all parishes

or counties, as you would call them, that I represent, 57

percent of all colored people of voting age are registered,

and in the last election, if that must be the test, 73 percent

of those did actually vote,, That means that in the Third

Congressional District of Louisiana -- I speak only of that

district, now - percentage ise i there are as many or more

colored people of voting age who are registered than there are

white people registered, of voting age in some other areas

In my 3rd Congressional district of Louisiana, there

is no discrimination in the registration process or in the

office of the registrars of voters and there is no intimida-

tion or the denial of the right to vote in the voting booth or

the polling places.

Furthermore, where I come from there is no requia~mnt of

a poll tax~ The poll tax iuC: repealed in 1928, in the time

of Hevy Long I was old enough to campaign and vote for its

repeal , hat I am now saying is not idle, or self serving,

Ia is based on cold fats As a matter of fact, as I shall

show.q the committee itself, the majority view, in adopting an

aandmant that I offered, recognized what I am saying specific

ally. and I will point to that in a moment.

I would like to, in my own way, again review -hat I thinly

to be the constitutional provisions that are applicable
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' Of course, you have Article I of the Ciostitution which

provides that the states have the right to fix the qualificae

tions of voters. The 14th Amendment provides in substance

That there shall be no discrimination with respect to the

right to vote. Finally, you have the 15th amendment, which

provides that no person shall be denied the right to vote.

These are the three Constitutional provisions to be considered

and to be respected As a matter of fat , I think it is my

duty and I think it is the duty of all members of the Congress

to try to reconcile all those three provisions and to give

all three the effect intended by the founding fathers.

Having said that, let me say that if the only thing this

bill did would be to prohibit discrimination under the 14th

amendment, or to prevent the denial of a right to vote under

the 15th amendment, it would be carrying out to of the provisi

ons and it would be Constitutional, and I would cheerfully

vote for it, as I am sure almost, if not all members from all

sections of the country would But that is not the situmtilen

because as I see it - I donut pretend that I am right -- I

may be wrong, but I think I try to reason things out and to vote

my convictions -- under the guise of implementing the

14th and 15th amendments, the bill, any way you look at it, is

deliberately -- and mybe some people feel it is necessary,

but nevertheless, it is deliberately aimed at only six Southern

states Alabama, ®eorgia, isiss1ippi, Louisiana, southh

Carolina an VirginiBa And then with pun tive effect; anyway,

Jl
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it strips the powers of those six states only, of their

rights to carry out Article I of the Constitution with respect

to setting the qualifications of voters. I was present bhen

my good friend and colleague Mr, McCulloch testified, ed some

member indicated that in a question and said what I said in m

statement. In this respect, anywy, the bill itself contains

seeds of discrimination.

And vbat is more, in my opinion, the bill contains provi-

sions vhich are unrelated to - - certainly go far beyond these

three constitutional provisions, or the matter of carrying out

the right to vote which is said to be the purpose of the bill

Now, all of this is not to say that I have any illusion

about the probable outcome of a court test of the bill, because

many years ago a former Chief Justice, Chief Justice Hughes

said the Constitution is what the Supreme Court says it i o

I was a young lawyer then, and I was rather shocked at that

statement but I have found it to be pretty accurate But in

my judgment there is no reason why the legislative branch,

itself, should not use self restrain and avoid the exercise of

dubious barepoers, to sa t a the least, For instance, a man

on his own would bhe the bare power, the sheer power to

whip and brutalize his child and no one would knoaw about it,

but that doesn't make that action right. I think everybody

would agree that this is wrong, and so I want to discuss

some of the provisions of this bill which in my opinion are

equally wrong, besides being improper and unwarranted.
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Now, you have heard about the triggering provisions, the

formula of this bill. Let me say it in my own way, The bill

provides a formula under which any state or political subdivi-

sion which used the literacy test in 1964 and in which less

than 50 percent of the voting age population -- white and non =

white -- vere registered or voted in ths last presidential

election, must discontinue the use of literacy tests and may

be subjected to the imposition of federal voting exmianers.

Now, this is the arbitrary numberss game" formula of the bill

which "hooks" six states and six states only while exempting

others that do have literacy tests,
I

Now,/ask you to read that passage in the bill -- that

is Section 4, I think, or 4(a), and which is the trigger, the

starting point, the heart, the nub, the crux of the bill.

You will find no eference to the words "color, or race"

It is unrelated to ito when it talks about 50 percent it mIeas

50 percent of whites and nonwhites. Now, we come to a point

where, of all people, I tried to force the issue on the committee

Let s relate it to race or uolor. I will come to that point,

but I stress it at this time, that the triggering provision

does not refer to the words "race or color."

Now, let me illustrate how it would work --

resulting in six states being involved. Now, I wouldn't have

any proof of it, One might say that they tried all kinds of

fomuLa and finally came out with this one that 'hooko' them

I don't knowe. I am not saying tmat, but the nt result is

I

I I
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there. This has been hoe it workers Louisiana has a literacy

testo I didn ' t put it on the books It bhaeo ay over 50

parent of the voting age in Louisiana -= white and non-white

that is the formula -- were registered in the last election

November, 1964o But because of appathy9 indifference or

any other reason, less than 50 percent went to the polls,

so you have the second -lemunt coming ino The bill provides,

hite and non-white, if less than 50 percent are registered

-- that is not true in Loiusiana, more than 50 percent are

registered of white and n -hhite -- or, if less than 50 per-

cent of people @o voting page -- tbhj don't even refer to the

registration polls people of voting q - went to the

polls, and if the state has aliteracy test, it is lookedo

So Louisiana has a literacy test. Over 5@ percent of

the people wevre registered, but less than 50 percent went to

the polls Therefore, Louisiana is affected.

Now, take another state, And I am not trying to make

any unkind comparison New- York has a Iteracygest. It

haso any other states, but let s take New York, New York

has a literacy test. Like Louisiana, Way over 50 percent

of the people over voting age in New York vere registered

last November, but because of a grater interest in the final

outcome, or for other reasons, over 50 percent did go to the

polls. Therefore, New York is not affected, because it meets

that 50 percent numbers game formula And since over 50

percent were registered and since over 50 percent uwe to the
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polls then, although Ne York has a literacy test, the literacy

test in Nev Yrk aema ins, and Ner York is not affected

Nov that, really, is how come six states and six states only

are affected, because in those six states, one of these 2

50 percent elements comes into play Either over 50 percent

were not registered or 50 percent did not go o the polls

That being the case, if there is a literacy aest, that

state is affected

Nov let me caution you If in any state over 50

percent of the people were not registered or if actually in

any state over 50 percent of those registered did not go to

the polls, if that state does not have a literacy test, it

is not affected That is the significance of that la:uageo

If you don t believe it, you had better re-read it, because

that is it.

Now, furthermore, because of a dragnet gimmick in the

bill, the county or parish, aich is in one of the six southern

states, those to vhich the formula applies, that county

or that parish has no avenue of ecaape from the bill, regard-

less of how ompletely such subdivisions may be in compliance

'ith the law, so far as race or color is concerned, There

is no way of escaping by a particular county or parish in

there if the hole state is covered. Under an amendment I

propose and that I will discuss, Bome relief is afforded, but

there is still no provision in this bill. There was, once.

They adopted an amendment of mine, once. They sithdrer it on

p i / r |
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reoonsiderationo I will com to it,

I say if a state,, statewide, is coved, then, and a

county in that state is innocent or in compliance, thatVFstria

or that congressional district is stuck, and I am in that un-

happy position. The bill therefore does not fulfill the pro-

mise that the President made to Congress in his Address when

he submitted the bill Here i'iht at he said 'To those

who seek to avoid, by their national government in their

ahome communities '" iwho want to and who seek to maintain

purely local control over elections - said the President,

" - the answer is simple Open your polling places to all

your people "

Well, in my congressional district the doors have been

open I have qoted you the facts and they are there, and thsy

are in the record of these hearings and no one contests

them or can I should say the county or paDsh or whole eon-

gressional district which is in compliance and wants to do

everything possible to protect the right to vote of the colored

people, ought to be rewarded, Certainly we apply that in our

school system. Perhaps the student may not b be the brightest

and can't make 100 in his reading, writing and arithmtio

subjects, but if he is a good self-applying boy, at least give

him "E" for effort and I was pleased with that passage of the

President's address, that at least places trying to comply

would be rewarded, We ought to be,

This bill is unneeded and unnecessary -where I come from.
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Now, a state, parish or county, to which be formula of

the bill applies, cannot change or improve its voting quali"

fications or standards without permission of either the Attor-

ney General or a court in the District o.' Columbia, Not only

does this requirement go far beyond the constitutional prin-

ciples, but it seems to go out of its way to obetruet local

and sbte government at the very time hen they mry be making

praiseworthy efforts to comply with the 15th afndmento Giv-

ing the Attorney General veto power in this area over such

efforts -- pover over sueh efforts is, it seems to me, reminis-

cent of the pover invested in colonial agents You are almost

making a governor out of the Attorney General of the United

States Moreover, if Court approval of an action of a legis-

lature or, by the way, an effort to amend the Constitution of

a tat'e, if Court approval is deemed to be important it

would basically seem to m that there is no persuasive

reaaon hy that eotpt cheek should not reside in the local

court I just disagree with my colleagues on the committee,

t@t is all, on this point. They think it is essential They

think there may-be feelings of prejudicially local federal

judges I think it is almost a gratuitous affront on these

federal jud~eh to bypass them

But the principal provision in this respect remains3

that instead of fostering compliance~ instead of helping

areas to "get in line" if we must use those words, it places

obstacles in their direction
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Shat is mor, this prohibition is made applicable to all

Sbanges in voting standards dating back to November 1, 1964.

This ~mans that all states and subdivisions covered by the

abrula of the bill must now come to the federal authorities fc

permission and approval of any legislative or Constitutional

change in voting standards which mey already have been enacted

and placed into effect long before tbis bill was conceived of,

or introduced I say this is without precedent

Now, I tried to suffer an amendment to at least strike

out this retroactive clause and at least ive state legisla-

tures the right, until this bill ib signed 1e law, to adopt

the legislative act to brtSg itoslf within the ELv but it

can't do that,

I say that with knowledge, because it happens the legis-

lature of my state has been in session There has been a lot

Sof talk I certainly would have advocated, faced with the

| knowledge of the fat of this bil the at f th b t passage of a bill to

comply with this As distasteful as it might have been to

some people -- not to me -- to anticipate this a to pass a

law meaning relative repeal of literacy tests or anything

else -= which would not have been true statewide, but any law

to permit the state of Louisiana to be in compliance before

: this bill is passed. But everything is hinged -- why I donut

exactly know -- upon November, 1964, November, 1964o Novem-

ber, This i5/far the formula for the two 50-pement tests,

Sfor the application of state laws -- that is the inability
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of states to correct their laws. It must date back in

November, 1964, before this bill was introduced

No, the present bill, moreover, does this While a

state as such may not be covered "- this is a fvnny quirk --

certain counties within the state may be. The result is that

if there is a literacy test in a state, the operation of the

test is automatically suspended for the counties covered but

remained effective for other counties. Somehow this is peculiar

directed or intended, maybe to give relief, anyway you look at

to the state of North Carolina, here tome provision is made

involving 34 counties in North Carolina, Why, I have

never fully undersaOCd.

This is the consequence of the committee s prfuasal to

provide for the exemption of a ponical subdivision ahich

is in a state to which the formula applies, regardless of

hovi completely such subdivision may be in compliance vith the

lawo Nov, I would like to discuss very briefly amendments I

offered that were adopted and rejected, to this bill.

I, while practicing law, took the position that a good

compromise was better than a bad loss, and I always tried to

make the best I could out of a bad bargain. Now here, I feel

an obligation to cfer amendments to any bill, even though I

am outnumbered, to ty o t make it less onerous or less burden-

some or less unpalatable. And then after making that fight,

if it is not sufficiently improved, vote against it. It was

on that basis I offered a number of amendments, some of which
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vere adopted and others rejected

One of my amendments which I referred to a fhile ago,

which 'as adopted, provides that in making a judgment on

whether a voting referee should be appointed in any particular

political subdivision, the Attorney General shall consider --

that is the amendment -- whether substantial evidence exists

that bona fide efforts are being made within such subdivision

to comply with the 15th Amendment, I shan't read it, but if Vou

look at the majority Report you will find a package in that

report commenting on that amendment It looks like someone i

trying to look at it so I will re the Committee Report.

This is from the Majority Reports

"The committee recognizes that in some ses in which

tests or devices are susp ed, the appointment of examiners

may not be necessary to effectuate the guarantees of the 15th

?amendment. This could be the case where local election of-

ficials and entire communities have demonstrated determination

to assure full voting rights to all, irrespective of race or

color Accordingly the bill expressly directs the Attorney

General, before certifying the need for federal examiners

in a particular area, to consider, among other factors "

and this is the language of my amendment -- whetherr substan-

tial evidence exists that bona fide efforts are being made

to comply 'with the 15th amendment. The committee contemplates

that where such substantial evidence is found to exist, the
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B' Attorney General will not certify the existence of examiners.

In short, this amendment, as explained by the full committee

report itself, wi1l mean that in my Congressional district,

°' and all other similarly situated parishes or counties here

such efforts are being made to comply, the Attorney General

shall not certify the need for eminers. That is only a

partial exemption That is not a total exemption. I will come

to the other one.

' ' That means this Since the whole state of Louisiana

has a literacy test and since less than 50 percent of people

of voting age did not go to the polls. Louisiana as a hole

is effected meaning immeidately the literacy test in the

state is suspended, throughout the steo

Under this amendment the literacy testhas been suspended

The Attorney General ought not and according to the committee

should not, appoint examiners and the local registrars vill

still function. But they can't enforce a -i in Louisiana

With reference to a literacy test. That is not a total exemp -

tion. But it is a help for those t-ho are sincerely trying to

utilize such local officials and at least not have imposed on

them a federal eiminer, even though those local officials,

however, ill not be able to carry out the Louisaiia lau on

literacy.

Nov, on literacy let mr say this I have peculiar no-

tions about literacy and poll tax and anticipating a question,

maybe, let me say this My father, if living, would be wve
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over 100 years old. He never vent to school one day in tis

life But he voted. I have no shook about this literacy test

business. Last year the Congress itself set a six grade edu-

cation as proof sufficient, I was laughing up my sleeve,

You can make it first grade, as far as I am concerned

I think it is inently proper to have some intelligence

tests in all this stuff so I have no objection to it. The

literacy test has never bothered me toomucth, and the poll

tax thing has never bothered me too much

As I say, this amendment which wasadopted would apply

in all areas vbere if the Attorney General can be convinced

that bona fide efforts are being made to comply with the 15th

I Amendment, that he ought not -- he ai impowered not to send

examiners and according to the committee ought not to, and

that is the beb I could get, and that is good enough for me,

at least to that extent it is all right.

I ent beyond that and I offered other amadlmnts, Let

me tell you about another amendment I offered which at one

time was accepted and theal w-ithdrawn upon reconsideration, I

tried to make this bill apply on a parish by parish, or county

by county basis, Under the structure of this bill -- and it

is hard to get that sense otheof it -- Claude, I will be glad

to talk to you about your conceived meaning of Section 8

that you talked to Bill MoCulloch about, Under the bill

although my area is in compliance numerically and otherwise

with the spirit of the 15th amendment, as I say, there is no

._-j
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Avenue of aseapeo Only the state of Louisiana could come to

" ba.hington aan file a suit. ed prove that it ba, according

to some version of it, cleaned itself out. But Louisiana

c ant do it for five years, because Louisiana bha been subject

to lavo

e t the counties of the state, who are "~lean," if that

is the rord, can't come. Nov, my ameament did says a formula

based on race and color, that such and such a percentage of t

People of voting age -- colored people of voting age, are

registered Then let at least the county come to Washington

and file a law suit and be out totally from under

The amendment said that in any bosic subdivision, county

or parish, -hbere at least 40 percent -- I think that wae the

Sone finally adopted -- cf colored people of vQ-ing age are

registered and, as I recall, 60 percent of those voted -- I

c oould have gone to 70 pereent3 73 percent -- in the last

Selection, that county can come to Washington, file a suit and

be excused from this bill like all other states that are in

compliance,

SNow, that still would have been troublesome. We still

Yould have had to come to Washington to file a lar suit. But

I have said, "I hereby volunteer my services free of charges

I will file that lar suit, I will win it and free my congress"

sional district in three eeks. I -ill be the first one to

file, just so we can be left alone hen re ought to be left

alone, vhen we are in compliance.'
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The committee approved that amendment and upon reconsider

ation they balked That, to me, is remarkable, Here am I1

an outsider, so to speak, challenging, pleading, fighting for

an amendment to have this bill speak in terms of race and

color, instead of the formula which does not do any such thing

The committee adopts itand then for some reason they changed

their minds I am friendly with them and I am sure se are

not going to fall out under it. I regret it.

Mro O'Neill. Why do you think they changed their minds?

Pr. Willis. I don't kaow. They thought it ought to be

reconsidered I will find that out on the Floor.

Now, another things The bill as introduced in the House

and in the Senate -- but let talk about the House bill

contained this provisions When the machinery of this bill is

in effect, .hen examiners are installed, hen we are reviving

the people to vote, registering them, the bill, the Administra

tion position said that, hoev,e before going to the federal

examiner, go once more -- or if you have beegngefore, go at

least once to the local examiner, and hen you are turned down

come to the federal examiner.

I thought that was a wonderful idea. It has been in

all the civil rights before. Why not in that? That is at

hast paying some modicum of respect to the rights of the regis

tearing process of the states. Go to the local registrar,

Try. And if you are turned down, come and be registered.

Someone offered an amendment t o take that provision out of
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the bill.

Frankly, if I had °° and I canOt hide that I was disturbed

About this if I ever had an idea that I could vote for this

bill, with these two provisions couched that way it sure shat

tered my hopes,

' Why shouldn't a local, complying county have the

k right .o escape? In a case where federal examiners will be

Installed, why shouldn 't the people desiring to register

Stake a try at going to register? I think that would be whole-

some because if the bill is passed, there would be the last

. chance, and they wouldn 't cost the government too much, I

Think it would promote an effort. I think a lot of these

Local registrars might be regretful that for some reason

or another they have been turning these people down.

SAnyway, I conclude by saying this I completely realize,

I acknowledge the force of the argument that some areas of

I, the country, or some sections have not made sufficient effort

to accord all the people the right to vote, and to the

extent that that phase is due to any plan to deprive any man

i of the right to vote, I just think it is wrong. I think,

however, it is just as wrong and no more w-rong than the pro-

Svisions that I have referred to. Depriving the state legis-

latures of acting without the authority of the Attorney

L

that in this bill -- and this was seriously discussed in

SExecutive Session ° the probability of state legislatures
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trying to ampnd their laws, not be subjected to criminal prose

.0| cution. I say any plan deliberately applied that deprives the

people of the right to votes don't question me on that, because

Smy mind is made up8 I think it is wrong. But I think it is

w wrong also - I have said what bothers me is that two wrongs

O n t make a right, and the end doesn't justify the wmans so I
represent

Scan only say the people 3/do not practice discrimination and

they want no part of recrimination,

Because of these areasons and because of the ultimate

impact of the bill as it enters into matters of state concern

I cannot accept this bill. For myself, I believe in the right

* to vote. I am not peculiar. I know every member feels like

* do But this bill goes too far, it cuts too deep. It is

Stood pointedly directed at certain areas It is too drawn with

U provisions deliberately corceived to accomplish certain rea

sults without universal application throughout the United

States, without application within the same states involved,

involving parishes and counties that it really ought not to

all those things - I just can't buy that.

Thank you, gentlemen,

: fI
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The Chairman. Mr. Willis, p u have expressed my

philosophy about voting more eloquently and more accurately

than I could. My state finds itself in the same position

that your state is in, where the colored people in my

state have been voting ever since I have been voting. They

have always voted in our primaries. Whenever they wanted to

vote they have been able to vote. Yet with this tricky

trigger that is attached to this bill, the 6tate of Virginia

is in the same situation that your state is in. Whatever

errors have been made in the past are rapidly being

brought into lin with what seems to be the national senti-

ment on this subject. You and I cannot vote for this bill.

You and I do not 9aht this bill to pass. We do not want

this federal take-of~ r of our election machinery.

Certainly on any such immaterial basis as this trigger

business is fixed upon. The question is what c e you going

to do about it. You know and I know that in the mood of

the country and the Congress at this time that any civil

rights bill that comes to a final' vote is going to be passed.

I do not think there is any question of a doubt about that,

And passed before there has really been a trial to correct

the evils under the bill that we passed in 1964. It never

had 7M opportunity to be tried, or they made no effort to
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try it, I do not know which. But it certainly has not

had time to determine whether it is going to be as effective

as its proponents said it would be effective in correcting

these evio What are we going to do about it? You and

I are in ex,. 'l the same position. A bill vzll be presented

that does not contain this feature, that is the McCulloch

bill. What is the matter with the McCulloch bill? I

do not like either one of them, I am a rather obstinate believer

in the Constitution and I do not think either one of them

entirely squares with it, But here the bill has carefully

avoided these things and we will have an opportunity to

vote as between the two bill, What are we going to do about

it?

Mr. Willis. First, I am going to follow the policy

that I have always followed and that I said I did. That

will be an issue that t n been faced towards the last of

the debate or the amendment period or probably in the

motion. I do not know what your rule will read. Probably

a motion to recommit with instructions to bring it out,

It will be in order in some way.

The Charman. It will be in order as a substitute to the

committee bill.
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Mr. Willis. Before we reach that bill we will be

talking about this one, I am going to renew amendments

to this bill when amendments are offered; not necessarily.

I suppose they will be offered.

Mr. Pepper. Is your amendment going to make it

for the Negro population not voting instead of the total

population not voting?

Mr. Willis. Yes. The amendment I offered which was

adopted and withdrawn making this applicable county by ,

county, relating to the compliance with the Fifteenth

Amendment relating to race or color that I hope will

be offered again. Then I am going to play ibeby ear,

Judge, I talked to you about this and we have a habit of

saying, I hope we will do in the cloakroom as we do in the

open. I am not sure what I am going to do with the McCulloch

bill. I do not know too much about the McCulloch bill.

I have one little avenue of escape under this bill, that

is, at least as far as I see there won't be any voting

examiners in my district. I do not think so.

The Chairman. Why not?

Mr. Willis. Because of that amendment I commented on,

The Chairman. Why not Your district is under the

law just like everybody else's in that same situation.

. . . i . ... J _ *
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Mr. Willis. Yes. It is not wholly exempted, but

I do not see that there will be any voting examinerss

there

The Chairman, Why not?

Mr. Willis, Because of the amendment I read to you,

and because of the committee's treatment of it.

The Chairman. All that amendment says is that the

Attorney General in those situations you say your district

is in shall take into consideration.

Mr. Willis. That is right.

The Chairman. It does not mean there won't be any

examiners in your district.

Mr. Willis, I understand that. It is a calculated risk

but at least I have legislative history. I will have plenty

on the Floor. However, I am answering you, I do not know

what I am going to do about the substitute yet. But you can

assume, because I have said it, that I feel a deep sense

of obligation to make a bill, if not wholly acceptable,

less unpallatableo If I am convinced, and certainly there

is evidence to that effect, that the McCulloch bill is in tha

direction quite like I will vote for it. We are old enough

not to kid ourselves that will not happen. So I am going

I i i u
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to try to work on this big bill.

The Chairman. You see the way this may come up

will be on a motion to substitute the McCulloch bill,

which motion would come at the beginning of the debate

instead of at the end. Then we will be confronted with

this thing. Shall we vote for the bill that you say we can

vote for, or for the milder bill that does not carry the

bad u0tures that you have been discussing.

Mr. Willis, That is why I say I will play it by

ear because I do not know which is going to come first.

You probably can know because you probably have in mind

4ihat kind of a rule is coming out. I do not know at what

point those things will come up.

The Chairman. We have an arrangement about that.

Mr, Willis. I rould not be surprised that you know what

you are talking about,

Mr. Bolling, We have an edict accepted by all, I will

Enend that by saying we have an edict accepted by all,

Mr. Willis, I did not know that, honestly. That may make

a difference.

That is why I said I am going to dy this thing by

ear, I feel a deep sense of obligation and I have also

been in the position on all civil rights bills to tone it

down, amena make it less burdensome, and if you do not like
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the final version, vote against it. If the McCulloch

version comes first, I m ght quite likely vote for it.

She Chairman, Usually we have had these civil rights

bills and we have always ^t along together and we have

always asked for a considerable amount of time for the

general debate. I had in mind ten hours. Do you think that

would be sufficient?

Mr. Willis. General debate? I think so, honestly.

I do not know, I forgot the time of the last civil rights

bill. We must have ample time and I know Mr. Celler will

not oppose it,

The Chairman. I am not sure what he said. Did he say

a lesser time than ten?

Mr. Bolling, Six or seven hours. But he also said he

would not object strenuously if you wanted ten,

The Chairman. That is what I understood him to say

M, Sisk. Mro Chairman, could I present a parliamentary

inquiry on the subject that you and the distinguished

gentleman from Louisiana are discussing, because I am sure

there is going to be some interesting approaches on this,

Is it correct -- and I am directing this as a parliamentary

inquiry -- that assuming the substitute might be offered

initially once we start reading the bill, then is it not

correct that amendent to either the original billor to

--- .
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, the ,b-titute would be in order during the consideration

and debate on the substitute prior to the 'time there would

Sbe a vote on the substitute itself.

SThe Chairman. There wouldd to the substitute, that is,

perfecting amendments to the substitute.

Mr Sisk I think there would be to the original bill,

would there not, Mr. Chairman?

The Chairman. I do not know about that.

Mr. Siak. We went through this one time on a bill,

whether we had a peculiar type of rule that afforded that,

I am almost certain that --

, The Chairman You mean you offered the amendments

to the committee bill.

Mr. Sisk, While there was a substitute pending and

vote on it.

The Chairman Before you voted on the substitute,

Mr. Sisk, It seems to me that is right. Maybe I

am wrong but that is the question I am asking,

The Chairman. We an check with the parliamentarian

on that. I would not think so, Ed, what do you think?

Mr. Willis. Off hand, I agree with the Chair.

M-r Mr i There was one occasion back some years n
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a very controversial bill.

Mr. Willis. If you have any doubts about it

you can make the rule read that way.

The Chairman. We would really be in a mess. The more

msas we get into the better. Somewhere along the line we might

trip it up.

Mr. Quillen. Mr. Chairman.

The Chairman. Mr. Quillen.

Mr. Quillen, Mr. Willisp was saying that he thought

that legislative history had been made that might exclude

the examiners coming into his district. Let me read you

-hat Mr. Celler said in his remarks when he was before the

Committee here.

SMr. Willis I was not here.

Mr. Quillen. The Chrman said, "I want to know whether

the reports I have received are true that some amendment was

hidden away in here that would exclude certain areas of

LouiQiana'o'

"Mr. Celler. An aemdnemtn was offered in the committee

along those lines but it was rejected."

) "The Chairman. It was reJected?"

"Mr. Celler. Yes."
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"The Chairman, What does not have any special

exemption in this bill?"

"Mr. Celler. That is right"

Mr. Willis. He is absolutely right because that is

universal language. His answer is correct I thought I

had made it clear that this is not a Shird 1~strict

or Louisiana Amendment. The broad language telling the

Attorney General in considering whether you should install

examiners, you must consider local compliance in the

political subdivisions. I do not want to get my amendment in ,

trouble by saying it is a special amenendment It is not

and was never intended to. Because of this amendment, that

did not stop me offering amendments affecting way beyond that or

beyond my district. Other amendments I did not talk about

were adopted in aid of the general bill.

I did not have my district in particular in any amendments.

I know the conditions in my district.

Mr, Quillen. Did I misunderstand you to say that

enough legislative history had been created which

would prevent examiners not only going into your district,

but in other like districts?

Mr. Willis Yes. That is in the report itself. I do not

know what page of the report it is included. But in commenting
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on my amendment, the majority report states this,

int er voting my amendment. Interpreting the bill which

happens to include my amendment. Here is what the majority

report states-

Mr. Pepper. What section is this?

Mr. Will So That is in Section 6, page 18, the

parentiticai phrase, the concluding part of the parenthetical

on page 18. It is not obligatory. Judge Smith is correct.

It is not fool-proof, that in recommending amendment he must

consider the facts of life of the respect or disrespect

of t lffteesmh Amendment, That is all that says.

Mr. Pepper. Didn't somebody testify here that the

Attorney General stated in his testimony that ittza not

his purpose to appoint examiners in areas where they were

complying?

Mr. Willis. I hope so,

Mr. Pepper. I thought I heard somebody quote that

h ere

The Charman, I do not think we can go by what

somebody says he has to do, We have to go by what the i

says.

Mr. Quillen happens to be in the same situation, probably,

that the witness is, in that according to the testimony,

-I
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Tennessee had 22 counties in the same situation that some

, of us find ourselves.

Mr. Willis. I would say, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Pep3r,

that Congressman Pepp~r's observation or question indicating

whether the Attorney General had or had not said it

was not his purpose to appoint examiners wheoe unnecessary,

SI would hope that would follow as a matter of course. But

be that as it may, it is in the bill. If you look at

page 16 of the committee report, the majoriy views, you will

find this languages

"The Committee recognizes that in some areas in

which tests or devices are suspended" -- I told you that --

the devices are suspended in my district, and in all districts

similarly situated. They will continue to be suspended. The

committee report says, "The Committee recogi ises that in

sone areas in which tests or devices are suspended the

: appointment of examiners may not benacessary to fectuate

the guarantees of the Fifteenth Amendment. This could

be the case where local election officials and entire aammuni

ties have demonstrated a determination to assure full voting

rights to all irrespective of race or color. Accordingly,

the bill expressly directs the Attorney General before

certifying the need for federal examiners in a particular area

{ _ _ ~ _ __~ _
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to consider, among other factors, whether substantial

evidence exists that bona fide efforts are being made to

comply with the Fifteenth Amendment. The committee contemplates

Shat where such substantial evidence is found to exist

the Attorney General will not certify the existence of

a need therefor."

Mr. Quillen. Mr. Chairman, one other observation. I

would like to say to the able gentleman testifying that

I concur wholeheartedly and I hope that your wishful

thinking is true. But what I have listened to here is that

there will be no exOeptionso When a state comes under it,

no county, no parish, no area can be excluded. It includes

the whole state.

Mr. Willis. Exactly. My answer to you is twofo8.

NOo 1, certainly if the Attorney General does exercise his

. , discretion not to appoint examiners in areas such as I have

indicated, the tests in those areas would still be suspended.

So the whole state is still covered j y ast respect.

Now going one step farther, I had introduced an

amendment which would have permitted affirmatively gpaph

by parish and county by county law suits to prove to

a court these facts, and that the court would issue an order

I i i
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exempting those counties and parishes completely from under

the bill.

Mr. Quillen. Idid not mean to infer that your -u_2At

Mr. Willis. That is why I say I will not try to press

the broader amendment that was adopted and reconsider it.

Mr. Quillen. I did not mean to infr that your amendment

would include only your district or state because it

would be applicable to all areas. But on the other hand, when

the Cha n of the Committee says that there would be

no exclusion, I thought that you should have the benefit

of that testimony.

Mr. Willis. That is right.

Mr. Quillen. Frankly, I think we are all bucking up-

stream. I share your thinking. All Americans should have

the opportunity to vote irrespective of race, creed or

color. At the same time, I do nct think legislation shoul- be

passed which in effect would be discriminatory in its own

right. I think you feel the same way.

Mr. Willis. I certainly do,

Mr. Quillen. Thank you, Mr.Chairman.

Mr. Willis, But my Chairman, Mr. Celler, was correct

when he said there was not any area in Loiisiana or

SI'
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elsewhere excluded from the bill. It would take that

broad amendment of mine that was adopted and then

reconsidered and disposed of adversely to accomplish

that,

The only hope I might have, or people similarly situated

certainly there are counties in every state of the Union

where there is compliance, and I think they should be

rewarded, whoever they may be and wherever they may be.

Mr. Quillen. Thank you,Mr.Chairman.

The Chairman, Mr. Smith.

Mr. Smith. Mr. Willis, on the rule itself, you are not

opposed to our granting a rule, are you?

Mr. Willis, Of course not. That is regular procedure.

Mr. Sisk Mr. Chairman, may I make one comment at this

point in view of my parliamentary inquiry to you. I have

just reread the rules and I think the answer to my question

is yes,

Mr. Colmero Yes what,

Mr. Sisk, Yes, that even in the event a substitute would

be offered in the initial phase that amendments to the original

bill would still be in order and would be voted on before the

substitute would be acted on.

The Chairman. It wuuld still perfect the original bill,

Ai
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Mr.Sisk. That is correct. The votes would occur

on those amendments before thevote on the substitute That

is in Rule 9.

I! Chairman. What is the page number?

Mr. Sisk, The fine print is on page 422.

Mr. Bolling. That is the page and not the paragraph.

Mr. Sisko I am giving you the page. Page 422, down

about the 6th or 7th line is the ~ g "An amendment

in the nature of a substitute ;nay be proposed before amendment

to the original texts have been acted on but may not be

voted on until such amendments have been disposed of." That

is one sentence.

Mr. Colmero Mr. Chairman, I do not know that it is

even appropriate to discuss it here now,

The Chairman. I think it is information we all would

like to have.

Mr. Colmer. It is m understanding of the rules

and the practice and always has been that when an amendment

in the order of a substitute is offered, then amendments

to that are then in order, and then when those amendments

within the rules are offered that that substitute as amended

is disposed of, and if that is voted up, then that is it.

Mr. O'Neill. It precludes it.

Mr. Colmer. That is right, it precludes it, Ifit is

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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voted down, then you go back to the original bill and

start amending it,

The Chairman. Mr. Sisk reaches the opposite conclusion,

that you would have to perfect both bills before you

vote on either.

Mr.Sisk That is correct. If the gentleman would yield

I agree that the substitute would be voted on before your

final vote on the whole compact perfected bill. But let us

Essay when you start to read the bill at that point Mr. McCullo h

would rise and offer his substitute, then the gentleman frum

Louisiana, Mr. Willis, or anyone else could offer an

, amendment or a number ®f amendments to the original bill and

i hzl those considered and .0 each one voted on, before the

1sbatitute would occur. The rule is very clear on this isoueo

Mro Colmer. Of course, the parliamentarian will decide it.

SMy observation and experience has been to the contrary and I

see the distinguished former Speaker of the House of

Massachusetts nodding his head in agreement with me and

against you

Mr. O'Neill, I think we are on the right side for once.

Mr, Sisk. We will have to live with what the parlia-

mentarian says.
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The Chairman. We cannot decide it here but I find

this which seems to affirm wh,t Mr. Sisk is maintaining:

"The substitute amendment, as well as the original

proposition, may be perfected by amendments before the

vote is taken "

Mr. Colmer. Yes, before the final vote is taken.

Mr. Sisk. That is right.

The Ch~man. Taken on what?

Mr. Colmer. But the substitute is to be -- who am I

to argue with you, Mr. Chairman.

The Chainnan. Let us come back in 30 minutes.

* (Recess taken from 2:55 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

' The Chairman. Mr. Willis,

Mr. Willis, Yes, sir.

-- The Chairman. Are there any further questions?

Mr. Willis. Mr. Chairman, I might point out that another

amendment of mine that was agreed to by the committee is this

There was some question as to whether in areas where voting

examiners mig.,t operate, people already registered might

have to go back and rQister a new, or some involvements

along that line. So I offered and there was put in the bill

Section 16 which reads as follows:
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"Nothing in this Act shall be construed to deny,

impair, or otherwise adversely affect the right to vote of

any person registered to vote under the law of any state

or political sulivision."

That means to that extent, anyway, that the bill looks

to the future and thh there will be no disruption of anything

that has happened thus far, and that any person registered in

any-state involved or not involved, but let us say in a

state involved, my own state of Louisiana, all persons

already registered and on the registration book will remain

so, and at least if voting referees are appointed that

only those desiring to register in the future would be

involved. Let me say I feel very keenly about the

operation of this bill in every section of the country and

every section of my state, Unfortunately, some of the

amendments that are offered will not be helpful to every

parish in Laisiana, but they will be helpful to A&ny, many,

many, many parishes outside of my District.

Mr. Colmer. Mr. Willis, reference was made in your

testimony and other testimony to this provision in

the bill whereby a state or subdivision hasto come to te

District of Coluvmia. You Cmmented on that yourself.

Isn't that a novel procedure? Why should the people
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I,,.

M of Louisiana or Maine or any other statb b bve to come

to a District court here in the District to get relief?

SMr. Willis, That is right.

SMr. Colmer To me this is an abominable thing,

Mr. Willis. I commented on that and I agree with the

Gentleman. Not only that, but you have to come either to

court or in certain instances to the Attorney General of

the United States,

Mi.o Colmer. Of course, that brings up another avenue

about the power given to the Attorney General. I have

never seen or heard anything to compare with it, But getting

Back to this court thing, it would appear, and probably he

Sgantleman commented on that, that the Congress says to

I judges -- federal judges -- who are appointed because of

Site same qualifications, uniform qualifications throughout

the United States, that they are to be by-passed, the courts

are to be by-passed, ard the burden is put on the people

SCof the other several states to come to the District of Columbia

Certainly it is a long, long, long step toward further

Centralization of power and concentration of government here

i in the District 6f Columbia,

M., Willis, . I do not think'!here is any question

i about it.

I i
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Sy' Mr. Colmer. That thing certainly should come out.

' If I understood Mr, McCulloch's testimony correct,

* * and in fact I know it is true because I read hi

" bill, that provision is in. that bill, and therefore that bill

certainly recommends itself on that iLa for no other.

Mr Willis. That is correct. Actions under the

McCulloch bill would be instituted in the usual District

Court having jurisdiction eb@fea~@mea faction. That

is correct.

The Chairman. Mr. Anderson.

Mr. Anderson Just one question.

Your amendment, Mr. Willis, provides that it is

the Attorney General shall have the power to make the

determination whether or not there is substantial evidence that

there has been bona fide compliance within a particular

subdivision and then eliminate the necessity for sending

in federal voting referees.

Is that a correct interpretation?

Mr. Willis. It is rot my amenednt to give the

Attorney General the potier to do so, My xa1~Eant Uould

direct the Attorney General in exercising the power to give

effect, to consider whether he ought to exercise the power

when there is substantial evidence of compliance.

S_. . . . .
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Mr. Anderson. Supposing you had a politically minded

Attorney General who wanted to punish a Congressman in

a certain district because his voting on domestic legislation

!  was not right, what protection is there in this bill or

elsewhere in your amendment that would guarantee that he

could not abuse that power and find either for or against

a particular district on the basis of some ulterior motive

:  f that he might have?

Mr. Williso None. There would be none.

Mr. Anderson. Why should that not be a judicial determine

tion? Why should we not leave that to the courts to

: decide whether or not there has been substantial compliance

in any political subdivision with the 15th Amendment?

. Mr. Willis, I tried to make ti so by virtue of another

amendment

Mr. Anderson. And that was refused?

Mr, Willis, It was adopted and then overcome on

S* reconsideration, many days afterwards. But I did not quarrel

With the parliamentary procedure. When you have the votes you

Swill get it anyway.

' Mr. Anderson. I thank you for clearing up that point,

Maybe you covered it earlier but I did not catch it,

The Chairman. Are there any further question ?

I I
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Mr, Willis. I might call your attention to this,

Mr. Colmer, which could be considered in one way'a

virtue of the bill in that actions are institutedunder

the Celler bill in local courts.

Section 3, page 12 -- Section 3(a) -- provides that

whenever the Attorney General institutes a proceeding

under any statute to enforce the guarantees of the

lM2bmendment," and so on, That action must be brought in the

local district. So on its face that does away with coming

to Washington, But I will tell you the other side of the

coin. The purpose of Section 3(a) and I do not know anybody

that has explored it, the language I have read, is to

amend all existing civil rights laws, and that is the

provisionthat Mr. McCulloch was telling Congressman Pepper

ihat was added, That action is instituted locally. That

is true.

Mr. Colmer. Yes, we make fish out of one and fowl

out of the other. Is that the idea?

Mr. Willis, They serve you fish locally but the pot

is boiling in amending all civil rights laws to give an

action under existing civil rights laws which does not

today exist.

Mr. Colmer. In other words, when they want to go
0
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further, the Attorney General will go from Washingon

down into Louisiana to institute a proceeding, but if

Louisiana wants to get some relief, Louisiana has

to come to the District of Columbia.

Mr, Willis. The gentleman has stated it very clearly

Mr. Colmer. I thought I had.

Mr. Willis. Incidentally, and again I am not making

comparisons to do anything but to ~-rJ e, under the

triggering provision of this bill, the Administration-Celler

bill, I compared the situation in Louisaiana, and the a:ituati n

in New-York. New York has a literacy test as Louisiana

does, but New York is not brought under the force of the bill

because over 50 per cent of the people in New York voted.

Of the other hand, if you get closer to my state and go

to 'exas, here is the situation. Texas does not have a

literacy test and because it does not have a literacy test

it is not involved. But the record under the 50 Or cent

trigger, Texas looks awful, because only 44 per cent of the

people of Texas voted in 1964 as compared to 47 per cent

n Lou-isiana. 2bu&siana comes in because it has a literacy

test. Texas is out because it has no literacy test but is

worse off than Louisiana under the percentage of people who

._ .._ . _ . _ _ - J
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went to the polls. That trigger deal there is really tricky.

Mr. Colmer. I am glad the gentleman made reference

S, that.

S' Mr. Willis. As I say, I am making no comparison.

This is purely coincidence,

Mr. Colmer. I am glad the gentleman made reference

to it. I call the gentleman's attention to the fact that

Sb wn in the section from whence he and I come, and which

is affected by this bill, that fortunately or unfortunately

as the case may be, we have been a one-party system.

Mr. Willis Thde tried to make it two against me last

time

Mr, Colmer. I understand that.

Mr., Willis. I had to struggle.

Mr. Colmero The result has been a general apathy

on the general election day. It is true that this arbitrary

date for 1964 that is selected here tht the vote was heavier

than usual in our section, but I can recall in my service

here that in my state where we were just so one-sided

democratic in previous years that five per cent of the

people did not go to the polls on a general election. I an

recall many times, and I call it to the attention of my

J



friend, on election day when I went fishing myself.

Mr. Willis. General election, that is,

Mr. Colmer. That is right.

Mr. Willis. Not primaries.

Mro Colmer . No. I am speaking now of the general questio

of apathy because of conditions. Again coming back to the

Negro vote, I think there is, and I think the gentleman

would agree within, to a limited extent at least -- it

varies -- that there is a general apathy among the Negro

voters, the Negroes who are eligible to vote. They never

worry about it, I call attention to ths fact that in my

friend's district, and I know- 8 am going to get a retort from

fhis, that an effort is madebecause of the two party system

to go out and register these people. Down in my area there ht

been no particular effort to go out and encourage them

to register or to seek their regi a tion. So what I

am trying to say is this gimmick is applied here to invoke

the strong arm of the federal Government that is not a true

yardstick by any means That in all, Mr.Chairmano

The Charman. Mr. Quillen

Mr. Quillen. Mr. Chairman, I have just been sitting here

and listening. You say you do not know why 6400 is drawn
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as it is affecting only a few state, I kind of have a

suspicion that poli5 a ~as something to do with it,

f Mr. Willis. With what?

Mr. Quillen. With the way it is drawn.

It is not on a partisan basis as far as I am concerned.

I feel that it is not triggered to cover all of the 50

states, that it is designed to cover up some conditions that

exist in some states and to point the finger at conditions

that exist in some states for a reason. I would be interested

in knowing what the reason waos Not that I am asking you,

but it will probably come out on the Floor.

? Mro Willis. It is an appropriate comment, but it

is not a question.

Mr. Quilleno That is all, MroChairman.

Mr. Sisk. Mr. Chairman, I have indicated my admiration

for the legal mind of the gentleman. I mild appreciate briefly

,' his comments on Section 10 which Mr. Hutchinson discussed,

I know he has made a very thorough study of this entire bill.

I was just curious what his interpretation of bringing

in both the FourOh nth and Fifteenth Amendments, and

i any significance he might have with reference to thl

constitutions oT %u ib a number of states, because I know

the voting situation on bond issues, at cetera. I was

I
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curious to know if the gentleman had any comment on the

section

Mr. Willis. Are you talking with that part of the

sentence concluding with "or any other tax?"

Mr. Sisk. Also the implication of bringing the

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments in. Maybe the gentleman

was not here when Mr. Hutchinson testified.

Mr. Willis. I was.

Mro Sisk. I am not trying to get two differing

opinions, I mean this sincerely. I do have a very high

regard for the gentleman. He is one of the finest

lawyers in the House.

SMr. Willis. To be truthful about it, and I said it

a while ago in my primary statement, I feel like the

gentleman from Mississippi that the poll tax provision does

not concern me too much in this sense. As a nmtter of principle

I am against the poll tax requirement,

As a matter of procedure before this body, I think

the very committee that reported out this bill last year,

Sthe Judiciary committee, or a couple or three years ago,

reported outa bill in the form of a constitutional amendme t

with reference to the apyment of a poll tax in national

V;
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i elections. I think that should be the approach. In principal

that doe not bother me. However, it does bother mae-_as

i^ a matter of law, and I can tell IA right now I offered

an amendment which was defeated, to Section 10, which

would have made it read, "Any poll tax or any other tax

required as a condition to voting."

W I agree with the gentleman from Michitan. It should

be specifically directed that way.

Riro Sisk. I should have clarified my question.

I too-%sm opposed to the poll tax, bther this is a way

i to get rid of it -- I agree maybe the Constitutional

!;. amendment wo'Ad be better I wanted actually the gentleman's

comments as to that particular feature which he just closed

on and as it compares to the language,for example, in the

McCulloch bill, which I believe is Sectionl5 in the

McCulloch bill, where he actually attempts to tie it

specifically to the voting rights because of race or color,

as I understand it I think he even goes to that point.

Mr. Willis, Exactly, The McCulloch approach talks about

the payment of a poll tax as a condition precedent to voting

in state or local elections which has the purpose or

effect of denying or abridging the right to vote on account

of race or color, Itried to carry the principle of the

__ 1--. i
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McCulloch bill into this bill.

Mr. Sisk. It sounds much better. In other words, it

seems to me thatyyou are getting at the issue of poll tax

and not bringing in what could possibly be extraneous

matters or affecting other interpretations of the law.

XIs~jsly wanted the gentleman's ideas.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Pepper. I just wanted to make one observation.

Comment has been made here that it is difficult to understd.
\

% wy the criteria of "triggering" as it were, was where

less than 50 per cent of the population of the

state registered or voted in the general election of 1964,

and the question was asked that since this bill is

primarily designed to emancipate the Negroes who have

been denied the right to vote, that they are the largest

class in the United States which admittedly have been

discriminated against, I thought I might call attention to

. page 247 of the hearings showing that if you use the criteria

that the triggering process would pply not only to the

states where less than 50 per cent of the Negroo?~-ar

of voting age were registered to vote, you would get

exactly the some 7 states, except for the omission of

North Carolina.
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On that page the table shows Alabama had 23 per cent

in 1964, 23 per cent of the Negroes of voting age who were

registered. Arkansas had 49.3 per cent. Georgia had

44 per cent, Louisiana had 32 per cent. Mississippi, 56.7

per cent, South Carolina, 38.8 per cent, and Virgnia,

45o7 per cent.

Those are the 7 states that are included in Section 4.

Now, North Carolina has had 46.8 per cent. Xfypou

3ad less than 50,p@r cent of the Negroes eligible~ to registe

and not having registered, North Carolina would have been

added but all the other colored states -- Florida had

63,7 per centage of the Negroes registered, Tennessee

had 69,4, and Texas, 579' , so the different would not

have been very much except in the case of North Carolina,

if you had maGe it less than 50 per cent of the Negroes

eligible to register were registered than the way the section

is,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No other comment.

Mr. Willisi I think it should be added as an addenda

to the remark, however, that the situation would be different

if you applied the other percentage in the literacy test,

There is a combination of the requirements of the three

I_ <1
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that brings it about. I do not want to quarrel about that.

That is the way the bill is drawn and for my part I

tried to amend the bill before us.

Mr. Pepper. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.

1
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The Chairman. Mr Hutchinson, do you wish to testify?

Mr Hutchinson, I am willing and able to testify now, if

you desire to call me.

STATEMENT OF HONo EDWARD HUTCHINSON,
A REPRENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE OF MICHIGAN

SMr. Hutchinson. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the co,

'. mittee, I appear before you to urge a rule on this bill which

w ll essentially be an open rule, and also a rule which ll

rake in order consideration of H. R. 7896. There isn't

any question about the constitutional power of Congress under

the 15th amendment to pass appropriate legislation to enforce

the provisions of the 15th amendment, but what is indd appro-

priate is a profound issue of public policy and the q ~tion of

appropriateness is really the issue before the House in thil

bill. This bill is referred to as le .slation to enforce the

15th Amendment . I think it is proper to point out that in

H. R. 6400, the 15 amendment is inclr2ed, but the 14th amend-

mant is also relied upon at least in Section 10. That is the

point I wish to discuss briefly with your committee at this

S. time o Why is it that Section 10 of 6400 relies upon the l4th

amendment as well as the 15th? The federal power under

the 15th amendment is, in spite of the breadth of the word

"appropriate" still a limited power 0

Under the 15th amendment whatever is done must have a

reasonable connection with the denial or abridgement of the

__-j
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right to vote on account of race or color,

The 15th amendment is broad enough, however, to base

every congressional expulsatlon of racial denial I submit

the 15th amendment needs no help from the 14th in order to meet

the problem of racial discrimination in voting. The 15th

amendment is broad enough tot e care of that. So why do they

bring into Section 10, the 14th?

Now, the 14th amendment is a very broad amendment, as the

Court now interprets it, Those phrases such as the "equal

protection" phrase in Section 1 of the 14th amendment means

about anything that you wish these days. Certainly it is

broader than the matters having to do with race or color. It

is an unlimited federal power now that we have under the

phrases of the first section of the 14th amendment, an unlimit d

power. Section 10 is based upon the 14th as well as the 15th

amendment In Section 10 all of the attention has been given

to poll tax, but Section 10 outlaw~ poll taxes, but it outlaws

any other tax as a voting qualification. This abolition of

poll tax and the other taxes is not limited to racial criteria.

It would be if this section based itself entirely upon the 15th

amendment. If Section 10 was based on the 15th amendment,

then, of course, any tax requirement, hther it be a poll tax or

any other tax, would have to have some reasonable connection

with race or color. But when they bring the 14th inthis broader

the scope of Section 10 immeasurably, I submit that as Section

lo is wPittens it is subject to be interpreted by the Courts
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|" to badly sweep away every taxpayer qualification for voting

any issue. Well, I don ' t know, amybe that is what Congress

Sintends to do. Paybe it intends that this legislation is to oL

Slaw every taxpayer qualification for voting upon any issue,

e, anywhere in the country, But that isn't wbhat this bill has

been represented to do, This bill has been represented to

implement, to enforce the provisions of the 15th amendment and

to make sure s tt every qualified American citizen has a

right to vote, regardless of his race or color, but I submit

that Section 10 goes much further than that when it strikes

out, -hen it makes it possible to outlaw, for the courts to

outlaw, any taxpayer qualification for voting upon any issue.

I can only conclude that Section 10 is intended to strike

Down such state requirements as the one in my own state of

Sichigan which directs that in order to vote upon ths direct

expenditure of money, or on the question of issuing bonds,

a voter, in addition to having the other residential qualifi-

cations, must also be the owner of the property assessed for

taxation in the voting district to be affected by the bonds

or by the expenditure of the money. This has been the consti-

tutional law of the State of Michigan for many years. It has

nothing to o with race or color, at all. So far as I know,

there is absolutely no suggestion anywhere that anybody in the

State of Michigan is now or has been denied the right to vote

on racial grounds, or their right to vote has not been abridge

When it comes to issuing bonds, general obligation bonds

which have to be paid by the municipality,
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or the school district ieauing them, the people wb have to pay

the bonds are the property taxpayers It comes out of their

pocket,

In Miehigan, many many years ago, the people decided

that when it e to issuing bonds, you should be a property

owners or you :hould be the spouse of a property owner, else

you ought not be permitted to vote on the question of issuing

bonds, or the direct expenditure of public money

In Michigan, too, we have a constitutional limitation

upon the rate of property taxation. That rate is $15 a thou-

sando The local units of government:-all combined, that is to

say the school district and the county and the township all

c combined, they cannot, in total, assess taxes in excess of $15

a thousand, unless the people of that district vote to in-

crease that limitation,

Our constitution in Michigan provides that if that limi

station is to be increased for a period longer than five years

at a time then you have to be a property tax elector in order

to vote on the issue, the reason being that if they are going

to incr ase the property taxes upon you for a long period of

time, that only the people who own the property ought to be

Permitted to make that decision.

Now, this is the situation in Michigan, but, Mr , hairmar

ad gentlemen, this is not a unique situation, I have asked fr

an examination of the constitutions of the several states wit

regard to this said issue and I have been interested to note

; _
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there are 14 states out of the 50 which now, in tbh r

constitutions, provide for some property qualification in

order to vote on one issue or another, a particular type of

issue. I mentioned Michigan. Texas has a far-reaching pro =

vision running along the same lines They in Texas, as I

understand their provisions, they require anyone to be a pro-

party taxpayer -- that is to have property assessed for tax-

ation -- in order to vote on various kinds of issues

Utah is in the same situation, and Utah goes even further

Mro Chairman, because in Utah not only do you have to show tha

you own property, or be the spouse of the <easr of property

assessed for taxation, but you have to aloe how that you have

paid a property tax in the preceding year to vote on

bond issues in cities and towns for water and lights and sevel

or in bond issues in county water and sewage districts. There

are a lot of others, here. I will not take the time to enumera

them all.

-As I say, 14 states in all have such restrictions as

these They are not states of the Old Confederacy, by and larl

Most of them are northern states Rhode Island has provisions

in its laws limiting the power to vote upon certain issues to

people Who pay taxes, This, I donst think, is an unusual

requirement, Cetainly if you put any strength at all, or rely

at all upon our history, it is certainly not unamerican to

require a property taxpayer -- that is someone with some

interest in property, to vote on certain issues.
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I submit that Section 10 of H. R 6400 goes so far as

to, in the end, wipe out all of this structure It has nothing

to do with race, or color Section 10, as the members of this

c committee well, I am sure, know, was not in the Administration

bill This so-called poll tax provision,

Mr. Chairman, I am not directing my question against the

poll tax, here. I am directing my point to the fact that

this thing covers any other tax, And it is worded in such

fa ion as not to require the payment of a tax as a preequisitz

to voting. Subsection (b) of Section 10 says that no state

or political subdivision thereof shall deny ay person the right

to register or vote because of his failure to pay a poll tax

or any other tax,

Now, the substitute, HR 7896, does a much better job in

my opinion than Section 15, in spelling out just exactly what

a is covered,

Section 15 of 7896 actually gets at the problem that is

intcded to be covered by the bill. The Republican substitute

here refers to tax which is a prerequisite to voting. It also

refers to the 15th amendment. That is to say, you have to hav

an actual showing of denying or abridging the right to vote on

account of race or color in order to wipe out any other tax.

But you donut do that in H. R.o 400o Therefore, I am asking

the committee to seriously consider a rule road enough not

Only to permit us to offer the substitute, but certainly an

open rule as I am confident will come forth, which will permit

'. . _. . . .. .. . . - - . - - ^ - - "-
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amendment of Setion 10, if need be, in order to base it, if

we possibly can base it, upon the 15th amendment alone.

You knw I am a little bit suspiolous every time another

provision of law is apparently just casually dragged into a

bill, because, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have been in the.

legislative end of government now for 20 year, and I have

le 8WW as I know we have all learned from experience that

%ometime the language which we write into law is given some

very strange and unexpected interpretations in the courtSo I

believe we must keep in mir that whenever we write a lawu a

Statute law or a constitutional provision, either one,?bat

ywe are doing in effect is providing a tool to the court giv

ing tha courts a tool to offer interpretation for the settle

ment of controversy.

I think, too, that keeping that in mind, I bave an

idea that the Supreme Court of the United StateBs looking at

Section 10, if it were enastet ae it is in the committed reported

bill, would say, "Aha, we have here the te ool which we need

to say that under the equal protection clause of the 14th

amendment, all taxpayer requirements for voting on any issue,

in any subdivision of any etate, is iped out."

I dont tt think that is what the Congress intends to do

heaeo I hope not, because this is a much broader issue than

the issue of 6400 which it eem- to me is how the country

generally understands the issue I would like to say just
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this one thing further. I think it is worthy of note that in

setting up 6400, with provisions of Section 10, the poll tax

provision, this poll tax was not made a test or device under

the machinery of the law. This section 10 sets out all by

itself, pretty much indepe of the rest of ihe bill

It doesn't seem to be really 4 d into the rest of it at allow

I say I can't help but believe that the framers of Section 10

as it stands certainly intended by draging in the 14th Amend-

ment here to do something much broader than

certainly the people s large, intend to do,

thing like that I just 1 that I should

I am a little bit suspicious. That is all

Th-Obhairman o Are there any questions

Mr. Colmer. Yes, I rould like to ask,

we have heard and e have been told, and e

of us, to use your expression, from the 11

that this b-ill was just aimed at us. You b:

the Congress,

o When I see some-

Eise the point,'

h ave to say, sir.

of Mr. Hutchinson?

BJro Hutchinson,

have felt, those

Confederate States,

nought a new angle

in here, and frankly I am glad you did, because it looks like

it goes beyond that0  It is your contention, if I understand

you correctly, that this bill or this provision of the bill,

as interpreted by you, vould affect the voters of your state,

as a qualification of the voters of your state, and a number

of other states?

Mr. Hutchinson. I certainly believe that, sir.

Mr. Colmer. A number of states, I don ' t know just how

many - I have not done any research on the "- I know in my
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state we not only have a poll tax that one must pay in order

to vote, but he must have paid all of his taxes, his ad valore

taxes, In other words, by February 1 of that year, he must

have paid his taxes before he is eligible to vote. I assume

that some other states have that, I guess we would be charged

with having that provision as a method of discrimination. I

never heard that discussed or advanced in my own state, as a

reason for it. Rather that it was a provision to insure the

collection and the timely collection of revenues. So I think

you have raised a very interesting question here, and one that

some people outside of the Southern States might want to look at.

Mr. Hutchinson. I thank the gentleman from Mississippi.

I don't have the list of the 14 states before me, It does not

include Mississippi. The provisions which you mentioned in

your law must be statutory law, rather than based upon Missi -

ssippi-s constitution.

Mro Colmer, It is0

Mr. Hutchinson. Because these 14 states that T have here

all refer to their constitutions in one way or another. I sa

to the gentleman that in fact the substitute, 7896, will treat

this whole matter of taxpaying in connection with the issue

of racial bias. There will have to be some showing of racial

bias But uder 6400, as I think it is likely to be interpreted

by a liberal court --

Mr. Colmer. Such as we have.

Mr. Hutchinson. I think the provisions of 6400 are goin
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to be quite revolutionary.

Mr. Colmer, That is all.

The Chairman. Are there any other questions of Mr, Hutchi

son?

Mr. Yohng. I just want to say, with your mentioning Texas

there, not only does a person have to be a property owner to

vote, but if the issue involves an increase in the tax rate,

it must carry by to-thirds vote.

Mr. Hutcninson, It must?

Mr. Yong, Yes.

Mro Colmero I would like to clarify my statement to tais

extent. In my state one does not have to be a property owner.

He doesn't; have to oe a tax payer, otner tnan the poll tax

in order to vote, Dut if he owes any taxes, he must pay them.

The Ufnairman. Tnank you, Mro Hutcninson,

Would it oe agreeable to the committee to quit now and

come oack at 10830 in the morning?

Very well, we will reconvene at 10830 in the morning.

(Whereupon, at 4835 o'clock p.m., the committee was

adjourned to reconvene at 10830 o'clock a.m,, Wednesday,

June 30, 1965.)
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